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Phenotypes and diseases may be related to seemingly dissimilar pheno-

types in other species by means of the orthology of underlying genes. Such “or-

thologous phenotypes,” or “phenologs,” are examples of deep homology, and

one member of the orthology relationship may be used to predict candidate

genes for its counterpart. (There exists evidence of “paralogous phenotypes”

as well, but validation is non-trivial.)

In Chapter 2, I demonstrate the utility of including plant phenotypes in

our database, and provide as an example the prediction of mammalian neural

crest defects from an Arabidopsis phenotype, negative gravitropism defective.

In the third chapter, I describe the incorporation of additional pheno-

types into our database (including chicken, zebrafish, E. coli, and new C. el-

egans datasets). I present a method, developed in coordination with Mar-

tin Singh-Blom, for ranking predicted candidate genes by way of a k nearest
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neighbors naïve Bayes classifier drawing phenolog information from a variety

of species.

The fourth chapter relates to a computational method and application

for identifying shared and overlapping pathways which contribute to pheno-

types. I describe a method for rapidly querying a database of phenotype–gene

associations for Boolean combinations of phenotypes which yields improved

predictions. This method offers insight into the divergence of orthologous

pathways in evolution. I demonstrate connections between breast cancer and

zebrafish methylmercury response (through oxidative stress and apoptosis);

human myopathy and plant red light response genes, minus those involved in

water deprivation response (via autophagy); and holoprosencephaly and an

array of zebrafish phenotypes.

In the first appendix, I present the SciRuby Project, which I co-founded

in order to bring scientific libraries to the Ruby programming language. I

describe the motivation behind SciRuby and my role in its creation. Finally

in Appendix B, I discuss the first beta release of NMatrix, a dense and sparse

matrix library for the Ruby language, which I developed in part to facilitate

and validate rapid phenolog searches.

In this work, I describe the concept of phenologs as well as the develop-

ment of the necessary computational tools for discovering phenotype orthology

relationships, for predicting associated genes, and for statistically validating

the discovered relationships and predicted associations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There has been a diagnostic disconnect between symptoms and underly-

ing biology through much of the history of Western medicine. Since the advent

of modern genetics, the gap between phenotype and genotype has dwindled;

but it continues to profoundly influence our view of human disease. The effect

lingers especially in psychiatry [1], where diagnostic criteria are based in many

cases on behavior rather than than biology or etiology.

With the advent of sequencing technology, the quantity of direct map-

pings between genotype and phenotype has increased substantially for model

organisms relative to humans (Figure 1.1) [2]. The study of model organisms

is important in no small part for its ability to elucidate aspects of human biol-

ogy that are, for ethical and practical reasons, inaccessible to study. Methods

which map conserved features from model organisms to Homo sapiens are

useful, if nothing else for their impact on human health.

1.1 Phenotype and genotype

The terms genotype and phenotype were coined by Wilhelm Johanssen,

who was the first to draw a distinction between heritable Mendelian elements
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Figure 1.1: The number of gene–phenotype associations has increased
substantially in model organisms as compared to humans. This figure,
generously provided by Greg Weiss (originally in [2]), illustrates the substan-
tial increase in gene–phenotype associations since the turn of the century.
Mappings between genes and diseases in humans have also increased, but not
at anywhere near the pace.
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— so-called genes, collectively referred to as genotype — and the description

of morphology, the appearance of which is referred to as phenotype.1 He wrote:

All “types” of organisms, distinguishable by direct inspection or
only by finer methods of measuring or description, may be char-
acterized as “phenotypes.” Certainly phenotypes are real things;
the appearing (not only apparent) “types” or “sorts” of organisms
are again and again the objects for scientific research. All typi-
cal phenomena in the organic world are co ipso phenotypical, and
the description of the myriads of phenotypes as to forms, struc-
tures, sizes, colors and other characters of the living organisms has
been the chief aim of natural history, which was ever a science of
essentially morphological-descriptive character. [3]

I use the term “phenotype” to describe not only the collection of mor-

phological elements, but the elements themselves, insofar as those elements

can be distinguished from one another. In this work, trait is used more-or-

less interchangeably with phenotype, and disease refers to the combination in

humans of some number of distinguishable, largely detrimental phenotypes.

While some biologists study those contributions to phenotype which

are quantifiable, such as quantitative trait loci, our lab focuses on the largely

qualitative aspects. As an example, rather than asking how tall an individual

is in inches or centimeters — where many genes contribute subtly and syn-

1Phenotype comes from the Greek word for to show, phene.
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thetically — we would prefer to look at such relevant phenotypes as abnormal

height, proportionate dwarfism, disproportionate dwarfism, and gigantism.

1.2 Some molecular biology

A central principle of the field is that proteins — composed of amino

acids — are translated from triplets of RNA bases, and that RNA molecules

are transcribed from DNA. DNA bases, which are adenine (A), thymine (T),

cytosine (C), and guanine (G), form base-pairs A–T and C–G. RNA bases differ

only in that thymine is replaced with uracil (U), and in that the ribose sugar

has lost an –OH group.

The three-base triplet sequences of nucleic acids which make up DNA

and RNA are known as codons. There are three stop codons (UAA, UAG, and

UGA). Codon sequences are degenerate; only tryptophan and methionine have

a single possible triplet sequence each (UGG and AUG, respectively), and most

others have two or four.

The codon sequences are arranged in such a way that a change in the

third base is likely to produce the same amino acid (e.g., GGG to GGA still

produces glycine, which is four-fold degenerate), and a change in any one base

is likely to result in an amino acid which is chemically similar to the one that

should have been. In this way, and in others beyond the scope of this work,

the codons are adapted such that the most common defects exhibit relatively

little impact upon an organism’s fitness or phenotype.
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If bases are deleted, inserted, or substituted, mistranslation may occur

— or no translation at all, if a stop codon is the result — and the cellular

machinery constructed from that protein may function less efficiently (hypo-

morphs), more efficiently (hypermorphs), or not at all (amorphs, null muta-

tions, or knock-outs). Proteins may also gain new function (neomorphs), or

act in opposition to normal gene activity (antimorphs).

The change need not be to the protein-coding portion of the gene se-

quence. In some cases, non-coding sequence modifications may reduce or in-

crease transcription, or result in the incorporation of pieces of the gene that

aren’t normally included — or conversely, the non-incorporation of pieces

which are usually present.

The different versions of genes resulting from changes in nucleotide

sequence are known as alleles.

1.3 Mutant phenotypes

Mutant phenotypes are most frequently observed in a wild-type back-

ground. Today, in the major model organisms, wild-type refers not to the set

of alleles found in a wild animal plucked out of the forest at random, but to a

well-characterized set of alleles found in a lineage that has been kept for study

for a number of decades.

Most phenotypes discussed in this work arise from perturbation of a

single gene in a wild-type background — that is, a new allele might be pro-

5



duced in a gamete either via some genetic technology like gene trapping; or

by mutagen, chemical or radioactive; or by inhibition of the message through

RNA interference.2 While mutant phenotypes may arise from synthetic inter-

actions of two or more alleles, the phenotypes used as evidence for this work

are primarily produced by single-gene perturbations.

Muller’s discovery of X-ray mutagenesis at the University of Texas in

1926 produced the first controlled studies of mutant phenotypes [4], but until

sequencing became available, mapping phenotypes to specific genetic loci was

a complicated process.

It is worth noting that multiple genes may, when mutated, give rise

to the same or similar phenotypes. Indeed, this work looks only at those

phenotypes with multiple associated genes.

It is also true that some genes give rise to multiple phenotypes. Some-

times different mutations to the same gene give rise to distinct mutant char-

acters, and this can be used to determine the functions of the various parts of

a protein or protein complex. It may also happen that a single mutation gives

rise to multiple seemingly distinct mutant phenotypes. In either case, genes

are said to be pleiotropic; that is, one gene affects more than one trait.

2RNA interference technology, or RNAi, is also called post-transcriptional gene silencing.
The messenger RNA transcript may be targeted for knock-down using a complementary
RNA molecule, which causes that message to be mostly silenced, resulting in what amounts
to an incomplete knock-out of that gene. Targeted RNAi knock-down technology is available
only in a few model organisms, and may involve off-target effects (genes which are knocked
down accidentally in the process of knocking down a desired target).
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1.4 Homology, paralogy, and orthology

As species diverge from a common ancestor [5], genes too may diverge.

Genes which perform similar functions or with similar sequences are generally

referred to as homologs (and typically descend from common ancestor genes),

just as structures like arms, wings, and legs may be homologous.

In 1970, Walter Fitch coined the terms “orthologs” and “paralogs,”

which distinguish between two types of homologs. Orthologs are those homol-

ogous genes in a pair of species which diverged from a single gene in the most

recent common ancestor; and paralogs are homologous genes within a species

which were created through a duplication event from a single gene [6].

Remm et al. further categorized paralogs into in-paralogs and out-

paralogs; which refer, with respect to some divergent species, to paralogs cre-

ated since the speciation event and prior to it. In addition, Remm et al.

distinguished between out-paralogs in the divergent species — that is, genes

which were duplicated and then diverged in the common ancestor — and or-

thologs, which were a single gene in the common ancestor. [7]

1.5 Deep homology

Shubin et al. suggest that cases of structural homology (e.g., wings and

arms) arise from the “sharing of the genetic regulatory apparatus that is used

to build morphologically and phylogenetically disparate animal features” [8],

which they call deep homology [9]. Crudely, if one can identify those genes
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which cause people to develop arms, the orthologs (and out-paralogs) of those

genes in, say, a chicken should largely be involved in the development of wings.

It turns out that deep homology may also occur in structures which

did not directly evolve from a common ancestor structure. Eyes, for example,

appear to have evolved in a number of different species [10], and may have

wildly different structures. Yet Shubin et al. point out that the genes employed

in eye development are remarkably similar across these species:

Taken together, the available data suggest that the eyes of jellyfish,
squid, arthropods, and vertebrates are not the product of rampant
convergent evolution, as once thought, but of parallel evolution
that is based on a shared history of generative mechanisms and cell
types — deep homologies — established early in animal evolution.
[8]

1.6 Phenologs

The observations of Shubin et al. show that even in the absence of any

obvious common structures, underlying genetic programs may be conserved.

Phenologs (homologous phenotypes) are a direct extension of deep ho-

mology. As defined by McGary et al., phenologs are pairs of phenotypes in

separate organisms which derive from a common set of underlying genes. Thus

eyes in separate organisms — or eye development — could be considered phe-

nologs, and so might limb development. Yet the meaningful innovation with

phenologs was the possibility to identify non-obvious examples. [2]
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McGary et al. showed that phenologs could be used to predict genes

involved in human diseases based on their involvement in model organism

phenotypes. I identified the phenotype negative gravitropism in Arabidopsis

thaliana (growth of structures in opposition to gravity) as a phenolog of human

Waardenburg syndrome, which is a neural crest disorder, causing pigmentation

defects and hearing impairment; and on that basis, we identified a new neural

crest development gene [2].

Phenologs resemble pleiotropy. In pleiotropy, one gene affects multiple

traits. In phenologs, a gene and its orthologs affect multiple traits, typically

in multiple organisms.

While “phenolog” was originally a portmanteau of “phenotype” and

“ortholog” (with ortholog being used here to represent both true orthologs and

out-paralogs) it is worth noting that defects in underlying genetic programs

contribute to in-paralogous phenotypes as well. On the structural phenolog

level, development of hands and feet (for example) involve related genetic

programs.

The distinction between orthologous and out-paralogous phenotypes

relates to the relation of the genetic programs in the most recent ancestor.

If the phenotypes diverged from a single phenotype, they are orthologs; but

if they diverged from more than one phenotype (with each phenotype arising

from the same set of pleiotropic genes), the phenotypes should be thought of

as out-paralogous; and a mixture is also possible. The distinction is rather

a moot point, however, since without access to the genome of the common
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ancestor it is impossible to distinguish between the two cases.

In-paralogous phenotypes need not be structural. As an example, mul-

tiple sclerosis (MS) and type 1 diabetes (T1D) are phenotypically dissimi-

lar, but the observation that they shared similar genes [11] led the Interna-

tional Multiple Sclerosis Genetics Consortium to examine known T1D single-

nucleotide polymorphisms for association with MS; they identified CLEC16A

and CD226 as MS-susceptibility genes [12]. Similar associations have been

made between celiac disease and T1D [13], as well as rheumatoid arthritis,

ulcerative colitis, Crohn’s disease, and others [11, 14–17].

In-paralogous phenotypes are also related to pleiotropy. A distinction

should be made, for example, between the pleiotropic case where numerous

phenotypes in an organism have exactly or almost exactly the same set of

genes involved (as in autoimmunity), and the case where the genes which give

rise to one phenotype are in-paralogous to the genes which affect a second

phenotype (which is discussed in the fourth chapter). Indeed, it is likely that

most real examples do not fall cleanly into one category or the other, and the

latter case may reflect ancestral pleiotropy (i.e., prior to the duplication and

divergence of the ancestor genes into paralogs).

For the purposes of this work, in-paralogous phenotypes are primarily

a curiosity. However, they do demonstrate conceptually the symmetry of the

extension from deep homology to phenologs.
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1.7 Hypotheses

First, this dissertation seeks to examine a hypothesis that gene–pheno-

type associations in vertebrates may be predicted by phenotype orthology

between H. sapiens diseases and A. thaliana phenotypes. It builds on existing

work by Kriston McGary and Edward Marcotte.

A second key hypothesis is that candidate gene prediction may be im-

proved, through ranking, by use of a classifier incorporating gene–phenotype

associations from a variety of species simultaneously. I consider the impact

on predictions of different types of phenotype data, including Gene Ontol-

ogy (GO) biological processes for Danio rerio (zebrafish) and A. thaliana and

in situ hybridization annotations for Gallus gallus (chicken).

Finally, I demonstrate the use of new scientific computational tools,

specifically SciRuby and NMatrix (described in great detail in the appendices),

to test a hypothesis that insights may be gained into deeply conserved cellular

and organismal processes by predicting disease genes using Boolean combina-

tions of phenotypes. I demonstrate synthetic interactions between processes

using set union operations; and rescues of one phenotype by another using set

difference.
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Chapter 2

Predicting human disease genes using plant
gene–phenotype associations

2.1 Introduction

This chapter, the first major part of my work, introduces the concept of

phenologs. It is adapted from the paper “Systematic discovery of non-obvious

human disease models through orthologous phenotypes.” Kriston McGary and

Tae Joo Park wrote the paper together, with contributions in the introduction

and methods from me. Kris provided the computational methods, as well

as the gene–phenotype associations for human, mouse, yeast, and worm. I

obtained and processed the Arabidopsis gene–phenotype associations. Tae Joo

Park and Hye Ji Cha performed the wet-lab experiments. Edward Marcotte

and John Wallingford supervised and advised on all elements.
2.1.1 Contributions and modifications

I include some sections relevant to my hypotheses in which I played

little or no role, but abridge some others which are only tangentially related.
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2.1.1.1 Reciprocal best hit strategy

The last paragraph of Section 2.3.1 describes an alternate method by

which orthologous phenotypes may be identified (the reciprocal best hit, or

RBH, strategy), and elucidates the extent of the analogy between homologous

genes and homologous phenotypes.1

2.1.1.2 Phenologs reveal deeply homologous modular subnetworks

I include Section 2.3.4, which is not my work, because it involves an

exploration of phenologs in the context of functional networks and sets the

stage for the rest of this work. Additionally, this section explores the proba-

bility that a given prediction is correct, which is important for Chapter 3. I

exclude the methods relating to the tests of subnetwork modularity.

2.1.1.3 Other modifications and abridgments

I exclude methods sections relating primarily to experimental meth-

ods in Xenopus. Additionally, I abridge or summarize some portions of 2.3.2,

which discusses a yeast model for angiogenesis. Those parts which are re-

tained illustrate the distinction between the concept of deep homology and the

framework of phenologs. That is, phenologs are examples of deep homology,

but the phenolog framework is a useful innovation for its ability to identify

“non-obvious” disease models.

1Specifically, phenotypes may be either orthologous or paralogous, just as genes may be
orthologous or paralogous.
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2.2 Background

Biochemical and molecular functions of a given protein are generally

conserved between organisms; this observation is fundamental to biological

research. For example, in X-ray crystallography, in order to facilitate the

study of a protein’s biochemical function, one may select, from an array of

organismal orthologs, the version of that protein most easily crystallized. On

the other hand, even with a conserved gene, disruption of a function may give

rise to radically different phenotypic outcomes in different species.

For example, mutating the human RB1 gene leads to retinoblastoma,

a cancer of the retina, yet disrupting the nematode ortholog contributes to

ectopic vulvae [18, 19]. Thus, although a gene’s “molecular” functions are

conserved, the “organism-level” functions need not be. When a conserved gene

is mutated, the resulting organism-level phenotype is an emergent property of

the system. This bedrock principle underlying the use of model organisms

not only allows us to study important aspects of human biology using mice or

frogs, but also permits exploration of inherently multicellular processes, such

as cancer, using unicellular organisms like yeast.

Within this paradigm, once a molecular function has been discovered

in one organism, it should be predictable in other organisms: GSK3 homologs

in yeast are kinases, and as such GSK3 homologs in every other organism will

generally be kinases. In contrast, the emergent organism-level phenotypes are

far less predictable between organisms, in part because relationships between

genes and phenotypes are many-to-many. Manipulation of GSK3 perturbs
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nutrient and stress signaling in yeast, anteroposterior patterning and segmen-

tation in insects, dorsoventral patterning in frogs, and craniofacial morpho-

genesis in mice [20–22]. Recognizing functionally equivalent organism-level

phenotypes between model organisms can therefore be non-obvious, especially

across large evolutionary distances.

However, the ability to recognize equivalent phenotypes between dif-

ferent model organisms is important for the study of human diseases. Given

the success of studies in model systems (genes and phenotypes have been as-

sociated in model organisms at a far higher rate than for humans; see Figure

1.1), it seems likely that useful and tractable models for human disease await

discovery, currently hidden by differences in the emergent appearance of phe-

notype in diverse model organisms. Although a framework exists for discussing

complex gene–phenotype relationships across evolution, we lack simple — and

importantly, quantifiable — methods for discovering new gene–phenotype re-

lationships from existing data.

As a foundation for a quantifiable approach to identifying equivalent

phenotypes, we introduce the notion of orthologous phenotypes (phenologs),

defined as phenotypes related by the orthology of the associated genes in two

organisms. Phenologs are the phenotype-level equivalent of gene orthologs.2

Two phenotypes are thus said to be orthologous if they share a significantly

larger set of common orthologous genes than would be expected at random

2In fact, it is more accurate to say that phenologs are the phenotype-level equivalent of
gene homologs.
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Orthologous
genes

Orthologous
phenotypes
(phenologs)

Figure 2.1: Identification of phenologs. Phenologs can be identified based
on significantly overlapping sets of orthologous genes (gene A is orthologous
to A’, B to B’, etc.), such that each gene in a given set (green box or cyan box)
gives rise to the same phenotype in that organism. The phenotypes may differ
in appearance between organisms because of differing organismal contexts. As
gene–phenotype associations are often incompletely mapped, genes currently
linked to only one of the orthologous phenotypes become candidate genes for
the other phenotype; that is, the gene A’ is a new candidate for phenotype 2.

(i.e., are enriched for the same orthologous genes) (Figure 2.1), regardless of

how dissimilar the phenotypes appear.

Phenologs, therefore, are evolutionarily conserved outputs arising from

disruption of any of a set of conserved genes (Figure 2.1, green and blue). These

outputs manifest as different traits or defects in different organisms because

of the organism-specific roles played by each set of genes. One example, noted

above, is the human retinoblastoma eye cancer and the Caenorhabditis elegans

ectopic vulvae. These phenotypes are orthologous, as failure of equivalent
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genes (the Rb pathway) — undertaking conserved molecular functions but in

different contexts — leads to different phenotypes in the different organisms

[18, 19].

2.3 Results and discussion

Phenologs are identified by assembling known gene–phenotype associa-

tions for two organisms — considering only genes that are orthologous between

the two organisms — and searching for inter-organism phenotype pairs with

significantly overlapping sets of genes. Significance is derived from three ob-

servations:

1. the number of orthologs in organism 1 that give rise to phenotype 1;

2. the number of orthologs in organism 2 that give rise to phenotype 2; and

3. the number of orthologs shared between these two sets.3

Formally, significance of a phenolog is calculated from the hypergeometric

probability of observing at least that many shared orthologs by chance (see

Methods).

3This definition is incomplete; see Materials and Methods. In short, “orthologs” must
be read here as unique; if organisms 1 and 2 have each experienced a gene expansion post-
divergence, only the orthologs at the time of divergence should be counted. Since that
cannot be known without a time machine, I apply a term used by Remm et al., “orthology
groups” or simply “orthogroups,” which describes the one-to-one correspondence between a
set of in-paralogs in one species and their orthologs in another (and vice versa). Thus, an
orthogroup is the set of in-paralogs which are mutually orthologous between two species [7].
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Figure 2.2 shows an example of these observations: the set of human–

worm genes associated with X-linked breast/ovarian cancer in human signifi-

cantly overlaps the set of genes whose mutations lead to a high frequency of

male progeny in C. elegans. Male C. elegans are determined by a single X chro-

mosome, hermaphrodites by two copies; thus, X chromosome nondisjunction

leads to higher frequencies of males [23]. Human breast/ovarian cancers may

derive from X chromosome abnormalities [24], supporting the notion that this

phenolog is identifying a useful disease model. Human orthologs of the thirteen

additional genes associated with this worm trait are thus reasonable candidate

genes for involvement in breast/ovarian cancers. Nine of these genes are not

yet linked to breast cancer in the databases we employed, but could be con-

firmed as such in the primary literature (Table S1 of [2]). The remaining four

genes (GCC2, PIGA, WDHD1, SEH1L) are thus implicated as breast cancer

candidate genes. This rate of literature confirmation is 268-fold higher than

that expected based on the current annotation rate in the Online Mendelian

Inheritance in Man database [25], providing significant support for the utility

of the worm phenotype to predict and suggest additional genes relevant to

human breast cancer.4

4The estimated fold-improvements presented here depend upon consistent literature cu-
ration and, thus, should be interpreted cautiously.
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Figure 2.2: An example of a phenolog mapping high incidence of male
C. elegans progeny to human breast/ovarian cancers. The left-hand
table shows the human–worm orthologs that participate in the two phenotypes,
as well as whether they have been associated with the respective breast cancer
and increased male progeny phenotypes in humans and worms. Three genes are
associated with both (out of twelve for breast cancer and sixteen for increased
male progeny). An intersection of that size should happen by chance at a
frequency of 7.2× 10−6 given 4,649 genes shared between the species.
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2.3.1 Systematic discovery of phenologs

To systematically discover phenolog relationships, Kriston McGary col-

lected from the literature a set of 1,923 human disease–gene associations

[25], 74,250 mouse gene–phenotype associations [26], 27,065 C. elegans gene–

phenotype associations [27], and 86,383 yeast gene–phenotype associations

[28–31]. The dataset spans approximately three hundred human diseases and

over six thousand model organism phenotypes. With these data and the sets of

orthologous gene relationships between each pair of organisms [7], we quantita-

tively examined the overlap of each interorganism phenotype pair, measuring

their significance (Figure 2.3A).

To correct for testing multiple hypotheses, all analyses were repeated

1,000 times with randomly permuted gene–phenotype associations, then calcu-

lated a false-discovery rate (FDR) based upon the observed null distribution

of scores (Figure 2.3B; see also Figure S1 from [2]). We observed 154 sig-

nificant phenologs (5% FDR) between human diseases and yeast mutational

phenotypes; 3,755 between human and mouse; 147 between mouse and worm;

119 between mouse and yeast; 206 between yeast and worm; and nine between

human and worm (the low number stems from limited mutational data in both

species) (Figure 2.3C).

Many specific, intuitively obvious phenologs were revealed by this anal-

ysis, especially for the comparison of mouse and human phenotypes. Our anal-

ysis recapitulates many known mouse models of disease, providing an impor-

tant positive control for our approach; Table 2.1 lists other specific examples
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of both known and previously undescribed equivalences.

For example, one of the most significant phenologs identified between

human disease and mouse mutational phenotypes is that linking Bardet–Biedl

syndrome with four mouse traits, each of which relates to the disruption of

ciliary function (abnormal brain ventricle, choroid plexus morphology, small

hippocampus, enlarged third ventricle, absent sperm flagella; all p ≤ 10−11,

consistent with the apparent molecular defects in Bardet–Biedl syndrome [32].

These phenologs thus suggest mouse ciliary defects provide a powerful model

for studying human Bardet–Biedl syndrome, consistent with its recognized

utility in this regard.

Similarly, human cataracts are observed to be phenologous to mouse

cataracts (p ≤ 10−24), human deafness to mouse deafness (p ≤ 10−29), hu-

man retinitis to mouse retinal degeneration (p ≤ 10−26), and human goiter to

mouse enlarged thyroid glands (p ≤ 10−8). Thus, the calculation of phenologs

correctly identifies many known mouse models of human diseases and there-

fore has the potential to identify new models. More generally, cross-validated

tests of phenologs confirm their strong predictability for genes associated with

a substantial portion of human diseases (Figure 2.4).

Much of the powerful conceptual framework established for determin-

ing homology and orthology for gene sequences may also be applicable to

phenologs. For example, many of the algorithmic approaches used to identify

orthologous genes might also be applied to the identification of phenologs. We

explored this notion for one effective and easily automated approach to iden-
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Figure 2.3: Systematic identification of phenologs. (A) For a pair of
organisms, sets of genes known to be associated with mutational phenotypes
are assembled, considering only orthologous genes between the two organisms.
Pairs of mutational phenotypes — one phenotype from each organism, each
associated with a set of genes — are then compared to determine the extent of
the overlap of the associated gene sets, calculating the significance of overlap
by the hypergeometric probability. Comparison of the distribution of observed
probabilities with those derived from the same analysis following permutation
of gene–phenotype associations reveals that many more orthologous pheno-
types are observed than expected by chance, as shown in B for the case of the
human–yeast comparison (see also Figure S1 from [2]), and summarized for
each organism pair in C.
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Phenotype 1 Phenotype 2 n1 n2 k p-value PPV
Hs Cataracts Mm Cataracts 19 47 11 6× 10−24 1.00
Hs X-linked conductive

deafness
Mm Circling 47 50 12 2× 10−20 1.00

Hs Bardet–Biedl syn-
drome

Mm Absent sperm flag-
ella

11 5 4 8× 10−13 1.00

Mm Lymphoma Sc CANR mutator
high

14 11 6 1× 10−11 1.00

Hs Zellweger syndrome Sc Reduced number of
peroxisomes

8 6 4 1× 10−9 1.00

Hs Susceptible to
autism

Mm Abnormal social in-
vestigation

5 16 3 1× 10−8 1.00

Mm Abnormal heart de-
velopment

At Defective response
to red light

25 9 4 3× 10−7 1.00

Hs Refsum disease At Defective protein im-
port into peroxisomal
matrix

4 5 2 1× 10−5 1.00

Mm Absent posterior
semicircular canal

At Shade avoidance de-
fect

2 4 2 1× 10−6 0.99

Mm Spleen hypoplasia Sc Uge (enlarged cells) 5 16 3 3× 10−6 0.99
Mm Gastrointestinal hem-

orrhage
Ce Abnormal body wall

muscle cell polarization
6 3 2 4× 10−6 0.98

Hs Mental retardation At Cotyledon develop-
ment defects

13 5 2 1× 10−4 0.98

Hs Congenital disorder
of glycosylation

Sc CID 6045865 sensi-
tive

10 25 3 2× 10−4 0.98

Hs Hemolytic anemia Sc Hydroxyurea sensitive 11 23 3 2× 10−4 0.98
Hs Amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis
Sc Increased resistance

to wortmannin
2 34 2 2× 10−4 0.97

Table 2.1: Examples of significant phenologs. n1 indicates the number
of orthologs in organism 1 with phenotype 1, n2 the number in organism 2
with phenotype 2, and k the number in both sets. The significance of each
phenolog is assessed by the hypergeometric probability (p-value), the positive
predictive value (PPV) when considering multiple testing (1−FDR), and the
reciprocal best-hit criterion (bold text). At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Ce, worm;
Hs, human; Mm, mouse; Sc, yeast.
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Figure 2.4: Ten-fold cross-validation of a preliminary k nearest neigh-
bors classifier. Ten-fold cross-validated tests show strong disease gene pre-
diction by single phenologs for approximately one-sixth to one-fifth of tested
diseases; simple weighted combinations of phenologs (e.g., evaluating the
k = 40 best phenologs) provide strong predictability for approximately one-
third to one-half of the tested diseases. Predictability is measured as the area
under a receiver–operator characteristic (ROC) curve as described in Mate-
rials and Methods and evaluated separately for each human genetic disease
with at least two associated genes. An area under the ROC curve (AUC) of 1
indicates perfect prediction of known disease genes in a cross-validated test; an
AUC of 0.5 indicates performance no better than chance. Error bars indicate
first quartile, median, and third quartile of predictions of shuffled disease gene
sets from the k = 1 test; score distributions from shuffling tests are similar for
both k = 1 and k = 40 and center around AUC = 0.5, as expected by chance.
OMIM, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man.
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tify orthologous sequences, the reciprocal best hit (RBH) strategy. The RBH

criterion holds that genes X and Y are orthologs if genes X and Y are the most

similar to each other (reflexively) when searched genome-wide. We adapted

the RBH criterion to the identification of phenologs to identify the most equiv-

alent phenotypes between two organisms from among those assayed, by asking

if the phenotypes have the most significant (lowest p value) gene overlaps with

each other when searched against all phenotypes in their respective organisms.

Such analysis gives a second criterion for identifying phenologs, useful for le-

gitimate phenologs with poor p values because of limited phenotypic data sets.

Examples of such RBH phenologs are indicated in Table 2.1.

2.3.2 Yeast phenologs predict unique angiogenesis genes

The power of the phenolog framework lies in discovery of non-obvious

disease models. We identified just such a non-obvious model (p ≤ 10−6) in

the form of yeast lovastatin sensitivity and the mouse phenotype angiogen-

esis defective. Lovastatin is a hypercholesterolemia drug. We wanted to

know whether vertebrate vasculature formation, a clearly multicellular pro-

cess, might be modeled in budding yeast, a single-cell organism; and asked

whether the model could predict additional angiogenesis genes.

Phenologs are most important for their ability to map gene–phenotype

associations from one organism to another. In other words, phenologs suggest

unobserved associations in one organism from observed associations in another

(Figure 2.1, gene E and gene A’). Thus, examination of phenologs should
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substantially improve the rate of discovery of new genes over the rate expected

by chance (here about one in 267, as estimated from the frequency of known

angiogenesis genes). We might a priori expect a discovery rate comparable to

the fraction of genes already verified by the phenolog; for the yeast angiogenesis

model, a likely discovery rate of about one in thirteen, for an around 21-fold

higher discovery rate than random expectation.

Our model therefore asserts that some of the sixty-two additional genes

associated with lovastatin sensitivity in yeast would be predicted to be in-

volved in angiogenesis. In fact, literature confirms three of the corresponding

mouse genes to function in angiogenesis: the known target of lovastatin, HMG–

CoA reductase, whose role in angiogenesis has been previously observed [33],

the sirtuin SIRT1, whose disruption in zebrafish and mice caused defective

blood vessel formation and blunted ischemia-induced neovascularization [34],

and the casein kinase CSNK2A1, inhibitors of which block mouse retinal neo-

vascularization [35].

For phenologs to be useful, they must be able to predict entirely new

gene–phenotype associations, which we attempt to demonstrate first by in

situ hybridization of the predicted genes in Xenopus laevis. Five out of fifty-

nine were expressed in vasculature. Next, we verified the role of one of these

genes, sox13, by morpholino knock-down.6 Finally, we confirmed SOX13’s role

in human angiogenesis using siRNA-induced knockdown. Thus, SOX13 is a

6Morpholino knock-down is similar to RNAi-based knock-down in practice, though the
principles differ. To date, RNAi technology does not exist in Xenopus.
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unique regulator of angiogenesis, discovered in the absence of any previous

functional data linking it to angiogenesis, on the basis of orthology between

mouse angiogenesis defects and yeast lovastatin sensitivity.

2.3.3 Human/Arabidopsis phenologs predict vertebrate regulators
of craniofacial development

Phenologs provide a quantitative framework for identifying cases of

extremely distance homology (deep homology [9]) of functionally coherent gene

systems. This creates an opportunity to use very distantly related species as

human disease models. I tested this approach by systematically searching for

plant models of human disease.

I collected 22,921 gene–phenotype associations — spanning 1,711 unique

phenotypes — for the mustard and cabbage relative Arabidopsis thaliana and

analyzed these for phenologs with yeast and animal phenotypes. Hundreds of

orthologous phenotypes were evident (Figure 2.5A; see also Figure S6 from [2]),

including 897, 733, 172, and 48 between Arabidopsis and yeast, mice, worms,

and humans, respectively (5% FDR). The human–plant phenologs suggest

mappings between specific plant mutational phenotypes and diverse human

diseases, including cancers, peroxisomal disorders such as Refsum disease and

Zellweger syndrome, and a variety of birth defects (Table 2.1).

I observed a striking plant–human phenolog relating negative gravit-

ropism to Waardenburg syndrome (Figure 2.5B). This congenital syndrome

stems from defects in the developing neural crest and is characterized by cran-
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Figure 2.5: Phenologs reveal plant models of human disease, including a
model of Waardenburg syndrome (WS) neural crest defects. (A) Many
orthologous phenotypes are observed between Arabidopsis and each of worms, yeast,
mouse, and humans, with hundreds more than expected by chance. Many mam-
malian/plant phenologs relate to vertebrate developmental defects, including models
for WS and other birth defects. (B) Considering only human/Arabidopsis orthologs,
the three known WS genes significantly overlap the five genes associated with neg-
ative gravitropism defects in Arabidopsis. The plant gene set suggests unique can-
didate WS genes. (C) In situ hybridization versus candidate sec23ip induces (E)
defects in neural crest cell migration on the side with the knock-down (E”) but not
the control side (E’), measured using in situ hybridization versus two independent
markers of neural crest cells, snai2-a (defects observed in 23 of 35 animals tested) and
twist (eight of fourteen animals tested) (Figure S7 of [2], not included). Such defects
are rare in untreated control animals and off-target morpholino (OM) knock-downs
(0 of 21 control animals tested with snai2-a; one of fourteen OM animals tested
with snai2-a; zero of fourteen OM animals tested with twist).
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iofacial dysmorphology, abnormal pigmentation, and hearing loss.7 In partic-

ular, this phenolog suggested that a set of three vesicle trafficking genes —

involved in directing plant growth in response to gravitational cues — might

also serve to direct neural crest cell migration and differentiation in developing

animal embryos.

Encouragingly, one of the identified proteins (STX12) is known to in-

teract with the protein encoded by the pallid gene in mice [37], whose mu-

tational phenotypes, including pigmentation and ear defects, are consistent

with Waardenburg syndrome [38]. The remaining two proteins had no sup-

port in the literature, and we selected their three mammalian orthologs for

further testing. Repeating the procedure used to examine the angiogenesis de-

fect genes, Tae Joo first attempted to determine whether the candidates were

expressed in Xenopus neural crest, using in situ hybridization; sec23ip was

positive. Next, he used morpholinos to knock-down the gene unilaterally in

the neural crest, and observed defects in neural crest cell migration specifically

on the injected side (Figure 2.5E; see also Figure S7 from [2]), confirming its

role in neural crest development.

Notably, SEC23IP physically associates with SEC23, a component of

the COPII complex that controls ER-to-Golgi trafficking, and mutations in

SEC23 underlie cranio-lenticular-sutural dysplasia, another congenital human

disease related to neural crest development [39]. Thus, SEC23IP, identified

7In fact, it accounts for between two and five percent of cases of human deafness. [36]
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here on the basis of orthology to plant negative gravitropism, is both a promis-

ing candidate gene for Waardenburg syndrome and also provides insights into

the emerging link between COPII function and craniofacial development in

vertebrates [40]. Our success rate of one in two for finding Waardenburg-

relevant genes represents a 550-fold improvement over the current annotation

rate of around one in 1,100 genes. Notably, in spite of the extremely dissimilar

associated phenotypes, phenologs can identify functionally coherent gene sets

that predate the divergence of plants and animals.

2.3.4 Phenologs reveal deeply homologous modular subnetworks

Phenologs imply that although phenotypes diverge, the orthology of the

underlying gene networks — and the networks’ immediate functional output

— is conserved. We might therefore expect genes involved in a given phenolog

to represent a coherent biological module, and thus be highly interconnected in

gene networks. Moreover, we might expect that the genes already confirmed to

show the signature phenotypes in both organisms (e.g., the intersection labeled

by k in Figure 2.3A would be even more highly interconnected than the genes

associated with the signature phenotype in only one organism; these latter

genes might or might not belong to this subnetwork, as multiple mechanisms

might give rise to the phenotype. Evidence in current gene networks of more

linkages among the genes in each intersection would support this notion of

phenologs recapitulating modular subnetworks.

We therefore systematically tested all significant phenologs involving
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yeast and worm genes for the genes’ connectivity in available functional net-

works [41]. We find the network connectivity of genes in phenolog intersections

to be significantly higher (p < 0.00001; Wilcoxon signed-rank) than the phe-

nolog genes outside of the intersections, which nonetheless show significantly

higher network connectivity than random size-matched gene sets (p < 0.0001;

see Figure S8 of [2]).

Additional tests confirm that genes in phenolog intersections are no

more enriched for homologous genes than are phenolog genes outside of the

intersections (see Figure S9 in [2]), ruling out trivial discovery of “deep par-

alogs.”8 These observations indicate that phenologs identify evolutionarily con-

served subnetworks of genes relevant to particular phenotypes or diseases, yet

still predicting as yet undiscovered candidate genes significantly better than

random expectation. Phenologs may inherently identify systems such as those

found by aligning protein interaction networks across species [42]. Indeed,

direct searches for evolutionarily conserved subnetworks composed largely of

genes with similar phenotypes might provide an alternate strategy for phenolog

discovery.

8The key word here is “trivial.” Part of the problem lies in the definition of “pheno-
type.” Referring back to the example in the first chapter of this dissertation, it may be
that rheumatoid arthritis and celiac disease are distinct diseases — or they may simply be
variations of a single phenotype. In-paralogous phenotypes must exist, but where the line
is drawn between paralogy and identity is subjective.
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2.4 Conclusions

Phenologs reflect the innate modularity of gene systems and identify

adaptive reuse of those systems, creating a rich framework for comparing mu-

tational phenotypes with potential for finding non-obvious models of human

disease. Cross-validated tests indicate phenologs show utility for roughly one-

third to one-half of tested human genetic diseases (Figure 2.4). Given a phe-

nolog for a human disease, any approach for associating more genes with the

model organism trait (e.g., a genetic screen) will suggest additional new human

disease gene candidates. In addition to associating unique genes with mod-

eled diseases, such models can provide mechanistic understanding in simplified

model organisms for understanding aspects of more complex human diseases.

Phenologs thus bridge the molecular definition of homologous and or-

thologous genes [6] with classic definitions of homologous structures from

Owen [43] and Darwin [5], deriving from considerations both of gene heredity

and of the traits/structures affected by perturbing the genes, concepts falling

within the general field of evolutionary developmental biology (evo–devo) [44].

The conserved gene systems revealed by the plant–vertebrate phenologs illus-

trate a more ancient homology than the “deep homology” of metazoans that is

currently a focus of evolutionary developmental biology [8]. These phenologs

should bring attention to the potentially extensive molecular toolkit within

the last common eukaryotic ancestor, which facilitated the parallel evolution

of complex multicellular organisms. This comparative approach provides a

simultaneously deeper and wider view of the evolution of life and points the
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way to a greater synthesis of evolutionary developmental biology and modern

medicine.

2.5 Materials and methods
2.5.1 Collection of phenotypes

We collected gene–phenotype associations from the literature for five

species (worm, yeast, mouse, human, and Arabidopsis).

For human phenotypes, we used human diseases from the Online Mende-

lian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database [25], using the compressed OMIM

disease categories previously described in McGary et al. [30], such that multi-

ple variants of a disease were grouped together.9

Mouse gene–phenotype associations were downloaded from Mouse Gen-

ome Informatics (MGI) [26].10 Gene–phenotype associations involving more

than one locus or that could not be linked to an Entrez gene were removed.

MGI identifiers were converted to Entrez gene IDs using MGI_Coordinate.rpt

(downloaded 25 April 2008). MGI mouse phenotype descriptions were from

VOC_MammalianPhenotype.rpt, downloaded 7 May 2008.11 MGI associations

were supplemented with a small number of broadly defined mouse pheno-

types,12 but which are ultimately derived from MGI data.

9For example, “Corneal dystrophy, hereditary polymorphous posterior” and “Corneal
dystrophy, lattice type I,” reduce to a single category of “corneal dystrophies.”

10MGI_PhenoGenoMP.rpt, downloaded 21 April 2008.
11All MGI data were downloaded from ftp://ftp.informatics.jax.org/pub/reports/

index.html.
12http://hugheslab.met.utoronto.ca/supplementary-data/mouseFunc_I/MGI_
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Worm gene–phenotype associations were assembled from the literature-

reported RNAi studies assembled in Lee et al. [45] supplemented by additional

phenotype data13 from WormBase 188 [27]. Worm gene–phenotype association

data come from phenotype_association.Ws188.obo, phenotype descriptions

from phenotype_ontology.WS188.obo, and gene information from geneIDs.

WS188.gz, accessed 26 March 2008. WormBase phenotypes were filtered for

positive associations only. All allelic variants and RNAi data were reduced

to gene–phenotype pairs. Gene IDs (e.g., WBGene00044645) were translated to

sequence names (e.g., Y51H7BR.8) using geneIDs.WS188.gz. Of around 22,000

gene–phenotype pairs, 384 could not be linked to a sequence name. These

derived primarily from uncloned genes and were omitted from further analysis.

Yeast gene–phenotype associations were obtained from McGary et al.

[30],14 supplemented with associations from a recent set of genome-wide screens

of drug sensitivity [31].15 All gene–phenotype associations from the drug

screens were filtered using the authors’ recommended cutoff of p < 1× 10−5.

I gathered Arabidopsis gene–phenotype associations from The Arabidop-

sis Information Resource (TAIR)16 on 9 December 2008 [46]. Most gene on-

phenotype.txt
13ftp://ftp.wormbase.org/pub/wormbase/acedb/WS188/
14essentially a literature compilation plus Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [28]
15homozygous and heterozygous screens, het.z_tdist_pval_nm.goodbatch.pub, hom.z_

tdist_pval_nm.pub, downloaded from http://chemogenomics.stanford.edu/supplements/
global/download/data/)

16ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Ontologies/Gene_Ontology/ATH_GO_GOSLIM.
txt
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tology (GO) terms are not phenotypes, so I retained only GO biological pro-

cesses. I obtained a mapping between symbol and locus from TAIR17 on the

same date. I extracted other symbol–locus mappings and a set of descriptions

for the genes from the proteome file (see below). This mapping was used to

convert from symbols to loci in the gene–phenotype association list. The gene–

description mapping was enhanced by inclusion of alternate gene symbols and

names.

To minimize the number of redundant comparisons performed, I com-

bined those Arabidopsis phenotype pairs whose sets of associated genes over-

lapped by greater than ninety percent, provided that the phenotypes each had

more than one associated gene.

Kris McGary did the same for the other four organisms, but set his

threshold differently. Phenotype-associated gene sets within a given organism

were tested for significant overlap and non-redundant sets were selected for

subsequent analyses. Within each organism, phenotypes were identified that

reciprocally covered at least eighty percent of each other’s genes; for each such

pair of phenotypes, only the phenotype with the greater number of genes was

retained. (For example, in mouse, genes associated with defects in the small

petrosal ganglion and small nodose ganglion overlap considerably. The former

has nine associated genes, of which a subset of eight is also associated with

the latter phenotype; only the former was retained.)18

17ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Genes/gene_aliases.20080716
18Note that the standard collapsing procedure employed by McGary et al. presents an
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Species URL Download Date
Human ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/H_sapiens/protein/protein.fa.gz 7 Feb. 2008
Mouse ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/M_musculus/protein/protein.fa.gz 13 Oct. 2007
Worm ftp.wormbase.org/pub/wormbase/data_freezes/WS170/sequences/

wormpep170.tar.gz
19 Feb. 2007

Yeast genome-ftp.stanford.edu/pub/yeast/sequence/genomic_sequence/orf_
protein/orf_trans.fasta.gz

19 Feb. 2007

Arabidopsis ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Sequences/blast_datasets/TAIR8_
blastsets/TAIR8_pep_20080412

10 Dec. 2008

Table 2.2: Proteome FASTA sequence download locations and dates.

Additionally, for the purposes of calculating phenologs from mouse,

worm, yeast, and humans, we considered only a subset of the gene–phenotype

associations plotted in Figure 1.1, analyzing only those implicating single genes

(i.e., not genetic interactions or traits requiring simultaneous mutation of mul-

tiple loci), and only those phenotypes in which a defect was observed (i.e.,

omitting genes associated with the phenotypes “normal,” “wild-type,”, “no

effect,” or other such cases). All gene–phenotype sets are available from the

supporting website, phenologs.org.

2.5.2 Orthologs

2.5.2.1 Proteomes

Orthologs between species were calculated using translated genomes in

Table 2.2.

For human and mouse proteomes, we analyzed only sequences with

protein RefSeq identifiers (NP_ only). For humans, forty-three genes with-

out gene IDs were removed (mostly hypothetical proteins). For mouse, three

obstacle for the identification of in-paralogous phenotypes from our datasets.
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proteins without current records were removed.

2.5.2.2 INPARANOID calculation

To identify orthologous genes in different species, orthologs were cal-

culated using INPARANOID v. 1.35 [7] and BLASTALL v. 2.2.15, both with

default parameters. All genes assigned as orthologs (strictly speaking, ortholog

groups or orthogroups because of inclusion of in-paralogs) by INPARANOID

were kept regardless of their INPARANOID score. Using orthogroups, rather

than bidirectional best hits, captures the many-to-many relationships that ex-

ist for gene duplicates found in more than one copy in one or both species.

To prevent isoform variations from resulting in skewed BLAST results,

mouse and human sequences with the same Entrez gene ID but separate Ref-

Seq IDs were treated separately in INPARANOID. Following INPARANOID

analysis, orthologs sharing gene IDs were combined so that gene variants would

be considered together in subsequent analyses.19

2.5.2.3 Calculation of phenologs

For each pair of species, we first converted gene–phenotype associa-

tions to ortholog–phenotype associations using the orthologs calculated by

INPARANOID. In cases where paralogous genes within an organism result

in the same phenotype, multiple gene–phenotype associations thus collapse

19For example, if gene 1001 had three isoforms, they would be included as separate genes
1001-1, 1001-2, and 1001-3. Orthogroups containing these isoforms would be combined if
necessary.
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to a single ortholog–phenotype association, which eliminates artificial infla-

tion of the significance of ortholog overlap. Second, we compared the set

of orthologs associated with a given phenotype in one species (species 1) to

the set of orthologs associated with a given phenotype in the second species

(species 2), repeating this process for all pair-wise comparisons of phenotypes

from species 1 and species 2. For each pair of phenotypes in which the ortholog

sets overlapped (shared members), we calculated the probability of the overlap

occurring by chance using the cumulative hypergeometric distribution, where

N is the total number of orthologs shared between the two species; n and m

are the number of orthologs linked to the species 1 and species 2 phenotypes,

respectively; and c is the number of common orthologs (that is, those linked

to both phenotypes). The probability is given by:

min(m,n)∑
k=c

(
m
k

)(
N−m
n−k

)(
N
n

) (2.1)

The hypergeometric probability does not correct for multiple compar-

isons, so we estimated the false-discovery rate (FDR) with an empirical per-

mutation test [47]. We performed 1,000 random permutations of the ortholog–

phenotype associations, for each permutation repeating the all-versus-all phe-

notype comparison using ortholog set sizes identical to those associated with

the actual phenotypes (i.e., shuffling ortholog identities on a per phenotype

basis, thus maintaining the phenotype set size distribution). Significant phe-

nologs were identified at a false discovery rate of 0.05 by ranking real and
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permuted phenologs on the basis of the associated hypergeometric probabili-

ties and selecting a threshold of probability where the proportion of permuted

phenologs above the cutoff accounted for five percent of the phenologs.

2.5.2.4 Cross-validated prediction of disease genes20

For the set of human genetic diseases, I predicted specific genes as-

sociated with each disease using ten-fold cross-validation, evaluating perfor-

mance by standard receiver–operator characteristic (ROC) analysis (Figure

2.4). These tests employed an alternate formalism from that described above

to discover significant phenologs, and I performed them as follows.

I generated a binary gene–disease association matrix for each species,

where the columns represent phenotypes. The rows in the human (or pre-

diction) matrix each represent a single human gene; a true value in cell (i, j)

indicates an association has been observed between gene i and phenotype or

disease j. Genes that have no identifiable orthologs in any species are excluded.

False values in cells indicate that no association has been observed.

The rows in other species’ matrices (the source matrices) are also de-

scribed in terms of human genes: if the human gene has no ortholog in that

species, the row is absent; but if the human gene has one or more orthologs in

that species, a single row represents the whole set of orthologs. The presence

of a true value in cell (i, j) indicates that a species-specific ortholog of human

20This subsection describes an early (flawed) prototype of the formalism which is the focus
of the next chapter.
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gene i is observed as associated with species-specific phenotype j. False values

indicate no observed association.

Phenologs correspond to mappings between a prediction matrix col-

umn and the most similar source matrix columns. To compute inter-column

distances, a submatrix of the prediction matrix is generated, its rows limited

to those shared by the source matrix. Treating each phenotype or disease as a

column vector, a distance is computed between each of the phenotypes in the

source matrix and each of the diseases in the prediction matrix.

As for the calculation of phenologs described above, I defined our dis-

tance function as the hypergeometric probability of observing c or more com-

mon genes between source phenotype u and prediction disease v, with n total

observations in one and m total observations in the other. The cardinality of

the vectors u and v is n, the total number of human genes with orthologs in

the source species. Thus, the probability is calculated as in the equation given

above.

For each prediction disease v, we selected the source phenotype with

the smallest distance as the top hit (best performing phenolog), then predicted

genes’ associations with the human disease according to their associations (true

or false) with the source phenotype.

I evaluated predictive accuracy by ten-fold cross-validation, omitting

ten percent of the prediction matrix rows for each of ten successive tests,

and only evaluating predictions on the withheld ten-percent test set of genes,
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repeating for ten unique test sets, and measuring true and false-positive pre-

diction rates using ROC analysis.

I observed that those phenologs ranked just below the best (smallest

distance) hit often provided additional valuable information about a disease.

One simple method for integrating predictions across phenologs is to combine

information from the k nearest neighbors (the top hit would be k = 1). In some

cases, distance to the kth neighbor is equal to that of additional neighbors,

representing a tie; in which case we include all neighbors tied with item k.

I used a simple weighting scheme to integrate evidence from the k (and

tied with kth) nearest neighbors, calculating a score for each human gene (row)

as:

p(gene ∈ disease|k disease phenologs) =

1−
k∏

i=1

(1− p(gene ∈ disease|phenolog i is correct)

× p(phenolog i is correct) (2.2)

I define the probability that the phenolog is correct (the final term) as one

minus the hypergeometric probability given previously. For the probability

of the gene being associated with the disease given that the phenolog i is

correct, we use the following empirical score: for a true source observation, as

the ration of the phenolog intersection (the size of set u ∩ v, defined above)

to the size of set u; for a false source observation, as zero. Thus, although

observations are binary (true or false), predictions are represented by scores
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(between 0 and 1) which are essentially weighted averages of the predictions

of the k nearest orthologous phenotypes.

I calculated null distributions by repeating the cross-validated analysis

with ten randomizations of the prediction matrix. Randomization was accom-

plished by shuffling the true values in each prediction matrix column, to ensure

that the phenotype gene set size distribution was maintained.

2.5.2.5 Tests of deep paralogy21

In principle, deep paralogs or gene families could be responsible for

significant phenologs, rather than modules of non-sequence related genes. We

reasoned that the deep paralog hypothesis predicts that the overlapping in-

tersection of orthogroups involved in a phenolog should have more significant

pair-wise BLAST E-values than the non-intersecting genes that are involved

in the same phenotype.

To test this hypothesis, we compared genes in each phenolog set —

either intersection (I) or unique (D1or2) (Figure S9 of [2], not included) in

pair-wise fashion using default BLASTP settings to all other genes in the set.

The most significant BLAST E-values were collected for each orthogroup pair

in each set.22

21This usage of the term “deep paralogy” does not relate to in-paralogous phenotypes,
which are a type of deep in-paralogy. This section deals with out-paralogy.

22BLAST E-values between genes within the same orthogroup were omitted, as genes
from the same orthogroup do not contribute separately to calculating the phenolog. When
multiple genes from the same orthogroup belong to a set, only the single most significant
BLAST E-value to a gene outside the orthogroup was included for that orthogroup.
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For the significant (5% FDR) phenologs of each species pair, we sepa-

rately collected the BLAST values for the orthogroups in either the intersecting

sets or the unique sets, comparing the E-value distributions on a species-by-

species basis (Figure S9, McGary et al.). BLAST E-values less significant than

10−3 were truncated at 10−3; BLAST E-values more significant than 5×10−313

were truncated at 5× 10−313.
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Chapter 3

Ranking of predictions using multiple
phenologs from a variety of species; and the

addition of zebrafish, chicken, and new worm
gene–phenotype association data

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I demonstrate the ranking of candidate genes for human

diseases on the basis of phenologs drawn from multiple species. It is adapted

from the paper “Prediction of gene–phenotype associations in humans, mice,

and plants using phenologs,” an older draft of which appears in Martin Singh-

Blom’s dissertation (Martin and I are joint first authors).

For this work, I created the naïve Bayes classifier, while Martin demon-

strated the additive model. Each of us implemented the distance and weight-

ing functions separately for our respective classifiers and compared results. We

each worked on separate cross-validation schemes (ten-fold for me and three-

fold for Martin). It eventually became clear that the gene–phenotype matrix

framework had difficulties with predicting plant phenotypes and those from

some other species as well; so I designed the orthogroup–phenotype frame-

work and re-implemented both classifiers, all distance functions, and Martin’s

cross-validation scheme. Using this new implementation, I ran the analyses
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discussed in this chapter, and produced the original versions of the figures,

which Martin edited.

It was Martin who first noticed the connection to expert recommenda-

tion systems. E. coli gene–phenotype data were assembled by Jon Laurent;

and except for Arabidopsis, which I gathered, data from the previous chapter

were assembled by Kriston McGary (as discussed previously). I obtained and

processed the gene–phenotype data for chicken and zebrafish, as well as the

new nematode datasets.

I researched the gene–phenotype predictions for the selected examples.

I provided the initial draft of the paper, and Edward and Martin and I worked

together to produce the final version.

3.2 Background

Computational prediction of complex phenotypes from underlying genes

has largely involved increasingly complex in silico simulations of cells and cel-

lular processes. Last year, for example, Karr et al. published a whole-cell

computational model made up of twenty-eight sub-models, each a simulation

of a specific cellular process [48]. Most methods are variations on flux–balance

analysis for predicting metabolic phenotypes [49], in most cases including tran-

scriptional regulatory information [50–53], and yield primarily quantitative

data.

In contrast, a number of qualitative methods make use of guilt-by-
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association in functional networks to predict gene–phenotype associations (re-

viewed in [54, 55]). Like the quantitative methods, these network-based tech-

niques are species-specific, though they may incorporate data from additional

species. While quantitative methods are limited to unicellular organisms, or

at least to unicellular phenotypes of multicellular organisms, the qualitative

methods can provide insight into whole-organism traits.

In 2010, McGary et al. described a separate qualitative method which

relies on orthology rather than gene networks. Specifically, human traits, dis-

eases, and phenotypes may have orthologous properties in other organisms,

and such properties — typically phenotypes — are identifiable based on or-

thology of the underlying genes. Such orthologous phenotypes, or phenologs,

can be used to predict novel disease-causing genes as in the manner sum-

marized in Figure 3.1. For example, McGary et al. identified SEC23IP as a

neural crest effector, potentially involved in Waardenburg syndrome, based on

its association with negative gravitropism defects in Arabidopsis [2].

Phenologs are a natural extension of the concept of deep homology: as

a bird’s wing and a human hand arose from a common ancestor structure with

a common complement of genes and a similar developmental program [9], so

also might less obviously related phenotypes derive from a common ancestor

phenotype affiliated with an underlying conserved gene module. To take the

above example of Waardenburg syndrome, certain mammalian neural crest

defects and plant gravitropism defects share and partly arise from an ancient,

highly conserved vesicle trafficking system.
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Figure 3.1: Prediction of disease genes from orthologous phenotypes.
(a) Two phenotypes are said to be orthologous (“phenologs”) if the sets of
underlying genes for those phenotypes have a statistically significant intersec-
tion, as determined using gene orthology. Statistical significance is calculated
as the probability of seeing an intersection of v or greater given m genes with
phenotype A and n with phenotype B, out of N total genes with orthologs in
both species. Genes associated with A but not B are said to be predicted to be
involved with B, and vice versa. McGary et al. observed that approximately
v/m of the predictions tended to be true positives for B, and v/n to be true
positives for A. (b) illustrates a validated example from McGary et al. pre-
dicting genes involved in a human neural crest defect, Waardenburg syndrome,
using the Arabidopsis negative gravitropism defect phenotype. In this example,
the overlap between gene sets affiliated with Waardenburg and gravitropism is
highly statistically significant (p ≤ 10−6). In the right-hand circle and intersec-
tion, the human orthologs of the gravitropism genes are shown, for simplicity
(VAM3 corresponding to STX7, STX12; SGR2 to DDHD2, SEC23IP; and
GRV2 to DNAJC13). (c) In this paper, we extend the phenolog formalism to
consider additional gene–phenotype associations from multiple model organ-
isms to develop a quantitative ranking scheme for phenolog-based predictions.
Those genes predicted by a single phenolog, as in (a), are weakly predicted
for A; whereas those predicted by two phenologs are strongly predicted for A.
In general, the addition of a third phenolog contributing to a predicted asso-
ciation will cause that gene to be ranked higher than if only two phenologs
predict it. However, not all phenologs are equal; phenologs derived from less
similar gene sets exert less influence over predictions than phenotypes with
highly overlapping sets of affiliated genes.
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We set out to improve upon the original phenolog algorithm, which

relies on identifying pairs of matching phenotypes across species, with a goal

of ranking candidate genes relevant to specific traits and diseases by way of

an unsupervised search for similar phenotypes (Figure 3.1). We reasoned that

gene–phenotype association predictions coming from multiple “nearby” (or

high similarity) phenologs, preferably across multiple species, should provide

more predictive power than those from single phenologs. Our method ranks

candidate genes based on both the number and similarity of cognate pheno-

types which involve those genes, which might be used as a prioritization for

wet lab experiments (Figure 3.1C).

Additionally, we expanded upon the original phenolog study — which

included gene–phenotype data from human, mouse, worm (C. elegans), baker’s

yeast, and Arabidopsis thaliana — by adding data from chicken, zebrafish, and

even E. coli, as well as additional human and worm datasets. We show that

phenotype data may come from a variety of sources, including GO biological

processes and gene tissue expression annotations, and that the integration of

signal from multiple phenologs markedly improves the predictive power of the

method.

A key advantage to a neighborhood-based approach for predicting gene–

phenotype associations is the ease with which non-obvious — and thus inter-

esting — biological stories may be teased out. We demonstrate the process

with epilepsy, a human syndrome; mouse susceptibility to pharmacologically-

induced seizures, a related phenotype, using only E. coli data; and atrial
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fibrillation, the leading cause of arrhythmia in humans.

In addition to offering concrete predictions, we compared two classi-

fiers for integrating phenologs (additive and naïve Bayes), across a variety of

similarity or distance functions, and with different numbers of neighboring

phenotypes (k). We also experimented with changing the weighting function

used to assign prediction scores, and we tested two frameworks for translating

gene–phenotype associations between species, evaluating all of these methods

within a consistent cross-validation scheme.

3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 A matrix-based formalism for comparing gene–phenotype as-

sociations between species

The phenolog approach, developed by McGary et al. in [2], identifies

pairs of homologous phenotypes in different organisms by counting the overlap

between the sets of genes associated with them. McGary et al. hypothesize

that pairs of phenotypes with a greater than expected number of shared genes

derive from a shared evolutionary past, and further hypothesize that genes as-

sociated with one might therefore be good candidates for the other. To extend

this conceptual framework to make predictions based on multiple phenotypes

from multiple species, we developed a matrix-based formalism for integrating

phenotypic information.

For a given species, the set of all gene–phenotype associations can be

thought of as a matrix where rows correspond to genes and columns to pheno-
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types, and the matrix has a 1 in position i, j if the ith gene has been observed

to be associated with the jth phenotype. This formalism works well when all

the genes and phenotypes studied are from the same organism, but leads to

some complications when extended to pairs or groups of species.

In particular, since generating these gene–phenotype matrices involves

translation via gene orthology, we investigated whether expansions and con-

tractions of gene families (e.g., in Arabidopsis, which frequently has large par-

alogous gene expansions relative to other eukaryotes) might produce enough

noise to obscure signal from other gene–phenotype associations of interest.

In order to address this question, we developed two different frameworks

within our matrix formalism for translating gene–phenotype associations be-

tween species (Figure 3.2). In the first, the “gene-based” approach, we let the

rows correspond to genes in the species that we wish to make predictions for,

and translated the gene–phenotype interactions from a number of species by

orthology. This gave us a number of species-specific gene–phenotype associa-

tion matrices ΦS, for S ∈ {human, mouse, yeast, nematode, plant, zebrafish,

fly, chicken}, where each ΦS is defined by

(ΦS)ij =


1 if any ortholog in S of gene i

is associated with phenotype j,
0 otherwise.

We used the INPARANOID algorithm to determine which genes in

different organisms are orthologs of each other. The INPARANOID algorithm

discovers orthology relationships in the form of orthogroups (Figure 3.2A). [7]
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For the method described above, we simply translated other species’

gene–phenotype associations into the target (e.g., into human genes when

predicting human gene–disease associations) gene–phenotype matrix by or-

thogroup, and compared the phenotype columns in terms of human genes (as

in Figure 3.2B–C).

This gene-based approach works very well for closely-related species,

where genes often have one-to-one equivalents between species. However, when

large orthogroups are involved, the predictive performance of this approach

deteriorates.

To mitigate the decrease in performance caused by paralogous gene

expansions we devised an “orthogroup-based” matrix framework, in which

rows corresponded to INPARANOID orthogroups (Figure 3.2A and D) rather

than actual genes (Figure 3.2B–C),

(ΦS)ij =


1 if any gene in the orthogroup i

is associated with phenotype j,
0 otherwise.

Notably, the use of orthogroups can dramatically simplify the relationships.

Consider orthogroup OA (Figure 3.2A): one gene from each species is involved

in the phenolog; whereas in Figure 3.2B, a matrix with each row representing a

human gene, a single mouse gene–phenotype association translates into three

human gene associations because of the paralogous expansion of this gene fam-

ily in humans. Similarly, in Figure 3.2C, in which each row is a mouse gene,

a single human gene–phenotype association translates into two mouse gene

associations, due to a mouse-specific paralogous expansion. In contrast, the
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Figure 3.2: The matrix formalism for calculating phenolog overlaps is
especially important when predicting between species where large gene fam-
ily expansions have occurred since species divergence, such as between Ara-
bidopsis and humans. The example uses human and mouse to illustrate the
orthogroup-based matrix formalism. (a) Phenotype associations (colors) are
plotted as graphs for genes from human (left nodes, sub-scripted h) and mouse
(right nodes, sub-scripted m), showing genes’ orthology relationships (edges
radiating from orthogroups — middle nodes, labeled O). The orthologies
(from INPARANOID), are used to “translate” phenotype associations between
species (in the case of the gene-based matrix framework in panels (b, c)) or
into an intermediate collection of orthogroup–phenotype associations (for the
orthogroup-based matrix framework in (d)). Orthogroup vertices (e.g., OA)
connect human and mouse orthologs (such as Ah, A′

h, and A′′
h, which are par-

alogs of one another relative to the human–mouse divergence, with Am and
A′

m. Red vertices within a species are genes associated with the phenotype of
interest (ϕh for human and ϕm for the mouse phenotype); orthogroup colors
reflect the species data. These associations can alternately be captured by rep-
resenting the graphs as matrices (b–d), with bullets indicating an association
between a given genetic element and a phenotype. Specifically, (b) and (c)
represent the gene-based formalism, and (d) illustrates the orthogroup-based
formalism. Human and mouse phenotype columns are indicated by ϕh and
ϕm, respectively.
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orthogroup-based matrix in Figure 3.2D permits a symmetric comparison of

the phenotypes, reducing paralogs in each species to a single orthogroup. Fur-

thermore, a hypergeometric CDF test of the intersection between phenotypes

ϕh and ϕm will produce different values for the matrices described in Figures

3.2B–C. The consequence of asymmetric distances is that ϕh may have ϕm as

its closest neighbor when the search is performed in one direction, but ϕm may

not have ϕh as its closest neighbor in the reverse search.

The orthogroup-based matrix (Figure 3.2D) has the advantage of pro-

ducing consistent, symmetric similarity scores regardless of the direction of

prediction; furthermore, these scores are not inflated by the co-occurrence

of multiple phenotype observations in a single orthogroup. Unless otherwise

noted, we use this framework for the analyses that follow.

3.3.2 Integrating information from multiple phenologs

Given this basic formalism — a matrix of gene–disease associations

incorporating phenotypic data from multiple species — we next evaluated

methods for ranking genes on the basis of their tendency to be involved in

a phenotype of interest. In other words, we wanted to construct a set of

predictions X for gene–phenotype associations such that Xij is higher for pairs

where the gene i is actually associated with the phenotype j.

One way to incorporate information from multiple phenotypes is by

measuring the similarity — in terms of associated genes — between pairs of

phenotypes, and integrating the information from different phenotypes in such
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a way such that more similar phenotypes get more weight than less similar

phenotypes. We tested two different ways of integrating this information —

one multiplicative naïve Bayes scheme, and one additive method.

The naïve Bayes scheme we used was first described in the original

phenolog paper [2], and can be written as follows:

Xij = P (gene i ∈ disease j|k phenologs) = 1−
k∏

l=1

(1− fijlwjl) (3.1)

where

fijl = P (gene i ∈ disease j|phenotypes j and l are phenologs) (3.2)

wjl = P (phenotypes j and l are phenologs) (3.3)

We tested a wide variety of measures for the weighting function wjl that cal-

culates a similarity or distance between two sets. Pearson sample correlation

is a particularly popular option for expert recommendation systems, such as

those used in online retail for generating recommendations from past pur-

chase history. McGary et al. used the hypergeometric CDF, which gives the

probability of seeing an intersection of size v or greater between phenotypes

containing m and n genetic elements, with N total elements in the species pair

(Figure 3.1A–B).

For fijl we used v/n, the fraction of the number of genes common to

both phenotypes j and l over the number of genes known to be involved in

phenotype j, which empirically appears to be a good approximation of the
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probability that a candidate gene from a single phenolog will turn out to be a

true positive [2].

While the naïve Bayes method multiplies distances or similarities as

if they were probabilities, for the additive method, Xij is calculated for each

gene–phenotype pair (i, j) by taking the sum over all nearest neighbor pheno-

types k, weighted by the similarity between phenotypes j and k, so

Xij =
∑
k

wjkΦik = (ΦwT )ij, (3.4)

where Φ is a phenotype matrix and w is a weight matrix of phenotype–

phenotype similarity scores.

In addition to the hypergeometric CDF and Pearson sample correlation,

we tested Euclidean distance, taxicab (Manhattan) distance, cosine distance

and Tanimoto coefficient as measures of phenotypic similarity, both for find-

ing the k nearest neighbors and as weighting functions. We expected that

orthologous phenotypes from closely related species might show more similar

gene sets than those from more distantly related species. In turn, various

distance functions might account for this bias to a greater or lesser extent;

we thus compared different distance functions using cross-validation, as noted

later. Euclidean and Manhattan distance performed extremely poorly in the

gene framework, using five-fold cross-validation, so we excluded them from

analyses in the orthogroup framework. Overall, the Pearson coefficient and

hypergeometric test appear to have the most power for identifying nearby

predictive phenologs (Figure 3.3A).
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We also repeated the analysis while varying the distance function (used

for searching) and holding the recommendation function (w) the same, and vice

versa (Figure 3.3B). Pearson sample correlation showed the best performance

among the distance functions; however, we found that the hypergeometric

CDF was the best weighting function for assigning prediction scores to genes.

We compared the naïve Bayes and additive classifiers, with the results

shown in Figure 3.4. The performance in cross-validation is quite similar be-

tween the two classifiers, with the best version of the naïve Bayes classifier

(using Pearson sample correlation for distance and hypergeometric CDF for

weighting) performing slightly better than the best additive one (using Pear-

son sample correlation and cosine similarity). However, the additive classifier

allows us to visualize and deconstruct the predictions into component pheno-

types. We therefore chose to use the additive classifier for most predictions.

Varying the maximum number of neighbors (k) tends to affect lower-

ordered predictions (e.g., the thousandth gene predicted for a disease) to a

larger extent than top predictions. Figure 3.5 shows that even including the

k = 5 nearest neighbors improves the results modestly — raising the number

of diseases for which the withheld genes can be predicted at a top-100 median

rank from around 50 to 80. Searching for the k = 40 nearest neighbors seems

to offer no meaningful improvement over k = 10 at relevant ranks. Thus, while

a higher value of k may not always provide the best predictor, it is more likely,

on average, to be useful than only considering the single closest phenotype.

Some phenotypes were intrinsically unpredictable; notably, several of
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Figure 3.3: Effect of distance measure choice for ordering and weight-
ing phenotypes. Here we plot for how many diseases the median rank of the
gene withheld during leave-one-out cross-validation stays at a certain level,
using all available species, and integrating the results using the naïve Bayes
scheme. In (a), we vary the distance and weighting function (using the same
measure for both). In (b), we show the effect of varying the distance function
independently from the weighting function. Here the first function in the leg-
end is the distance function used for computing the k nearest neighbors, and
the second is the weighting function wij from Equations 3.1 and 3.4. As can
be seen from the figure, a good distance function has more effect on perfor-
mance than a good weighting function, but that the results can be improved
slightly by using a combination: hypergeometric for distance, and Pearson for
integration.
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Figure 3.4: Predictive performance of the orthogroup-based matrix
approach. Here we show a comparison of naïve Bayes and additive classifier
predictions, which seem to have similar performance, using leave-one-out cross-
validation. As in Figure 3.3B, the first function in the legend is the distance
function used for computing the k nearest neighbors, and the second is the
weighting function wij from Equations 3.1 and 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Effect of k on predictiveness. Using the same cross-validation
setup as in Figure 3.4, we compare different k-values in the neighborhood
search for phenologs. Any k greater than 1 gives a great improvement in the
high-precision regime. However, as k increases further, the improvements in
the recovery affect successively less important ranks, with diminishing returns
as k approaches 30.
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these were revealed to be combinations of unrelated diseases that were over-

collapsed into the same entity in the initial version of our OMIM database (two

such examples were achromatopsia with achondroplasia, and the combination

of all blood type genes), thus serving inadvertently as negative controls.

The best similarity functions produced highly correlated predictions.

Further, the best predictions of the worst classifiers were highly correlated

with the best predictions of the top-performing classifiers. We thus concluded

that the potential benefits of a fusion or blending classifier, a model that

draws the best characteristics from simple classifiers via optimization, would

be modest at best. At worst, any improvement would be difficult to mea-

sure; optimization of such a blending model would require an additional layer

of cross-validation, and many phenotypes would need to be dropped due to

relatively small associated gene sets.

While similarity functions produced remarkably similar results, predic-

tions coming from different species were much less strongly correlated (Fig-

ure 3.6), suggesting that weighting phenotypes by species in some manner

may offer additional improvement.1 While each species provides uncorrelated

prediction information, the human disease predictions are nearly always dom-

inated by mouse whenever that species is included — likely because of the

1Indeed, this lack of correlation seems to hold for every pair of species; we looked at
prediction of both human and Arabidopsis features from other species, and in each there is
little, if any, correlation. The likely reason for this lack of correlation is that predictions are
made on the basis of shared genes, and the shared genes tend to vary widely between pairs
of species. In other words, genes shared in human–mouse tend not to be the same genes
shared between human and plants.
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highly correlated nature of the exploration of gene–phenotype associations in

mouse and human.

Finally, we measured the extent to which our predictive performance

was improved compared to random trials. To measure this enrichment, we gen-

erated a series of random gene-based matrices. For each phenotype-column of

cardinality p, we marked p randomly-drawn genes as observed. We attempted

to predict phenotypes-of-interest from these randomized matrices using our

regular classifiers (Figure 3.7). (Note that we did not repeat the randomized

matrix control for the orthogroup-based matrices, primarily because random-

ization of gene–phenotype associations eliminates the type of structure which

made orthogroup-based matrices necessary.)

Importantly, we see a strong improvement in predictive performance

on actual gene–phenotype associations as compared to randomized data. The

method is able to recover all known genes for several real diseases — but is

unable to recover withheld genes for any of the randomized diseases.

3.3.3 Epilepsy

In addition to evaluating our method’s overall performance, we wished

to take a closer look at its prediction of individual diseases in our database.

We chose epilepsy because, despite offering ostensibly correct predictions, it

actually scores somewhat poorly in cross-validation. In our initial three-fold

leave-one-out test, only one of the three separately withheld genes was recov-

ered at a reasonably testable rank (twelve, in this case).
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Figure 3.6: Contributions by individual species to the prioritization
of candidate genes. (a) Each phenotype offers some sort of information for
prediction of human disease genes. Mouse data seem to offer the most informa-
tion about human diseases, as one would expect from the quality of the data
and the proximity of the species in the phylogenetic tree. Arabidopsis, which
is the furthest species from human in our database, unexpectedly provides as
much information as mouse on top predictions, and is second at higher ranks.
(b) This scatter plot, examining predictions of human gene–phenotype associ-
ations, demonstrates that the information offered by each species (in this case
mouse and Arabidopsis) is highly independent, and suggests that integrating
data from multiple species may be useful.
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Figure 3.7: Phenologs predict candidate genes substantially better
than random. Shown are (a) ROC and (b) precision–recall plots for k = 100
naïve Bayes using the hypergeometric weighting function, predicting human
(OMIM) gene–disease associations from human, mouse, worm, fruit fly, yeast,
and plant gene–phenotype association data. We restrict the evaluation to only
those phenotypes with four or more known genes. The solid line shows the
actual data, and the dashed line shows the result on similarly sized random
gene sets. Thus, integrating phenologs across multiple species successfully
prioritizes candidate genes to an extent far greater than random chance.
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Our method successfully identifies the genes GABBR1, GABBR2 [56],

and KCNA1 [57], which were absent from our database but known to be as-

sociated with the disorder. These were predicted primarily due to mouse

phenotypes that resemble epilepsy (clonic seizures and abnormal brain wave

pattern; Figures 3.8 and 3.9).

Top epilepsy predictions include PAX6, PRRX1, and RAX2 (of which

PAX6 has been associated with seizures); and PAX3, PAX7, HESX1, and

NKX2-1, NKX2-4, NKX2-6, and NKX2-8 (Figure 3.9). Notably, NKX2-1 is

involved in mouse epilepsy [58], and PAX3 appears in a region linked to the

human version of the disease [59]; neither of these genes were in our database.

Interestingly, these predictions come from the Arabidopsis phenotypes

regulation of gene expression by genetic imprinting, cotyledon development,

epidermal cell differentiation, and gene silencing by RNA, as well as the yeast

phenotype annotation for sensitivity to trichlormethine (nitrogen mustard, or

tris(2-chloroethyl)amine).

To learn more about the general predictability of the epilepsy pheno-

type, we ran an expanded cross-validation, withholding each of the full set of

51 epilepsy genes in our database, and found that six genes could be predicted

back — all within the top 120 ranks. We note that even when a phenotype

performs poorly in cross-validation, it seems that our method still provides

useful predictions.

We wanted to know the extent to which predictions could be attributed
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Figure 3.8: A Venn diagram showing predictions for epilepsy based
on the 40 most genetically similar phenotypes. The analysis is primar-
ily derived from Arabidopsis, yeast, worm, and mouse, based on the Pearson
sample correlation, and using cosine similarity as the weighting function. The
twenty closest phenotypes are each displayed separately, and the remaining
twenty are aggregated into the category “below top-20 phenotypes.” Paralogs
are grouped together when they coincide at a prediction score. Genes in bold
represent the orthogroups used in the search — that is, those groups of orthol-
ogous genes where one or more paralog was already associated with epilepsy
in our database. Colors correspond to those in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Top candidate genes predicted for epilepsy. Each row of
this chart represents a set of genes predicted with the same score. If a gene
symbol is printed in bold, it or a member of its orthogroup is already known to
be involved. Rows with plain-text labels are novel predictions. The depicted
search makes predictions based on the k = 40 nearest neighbor phenotypes
(from human, mouse, chicken, zebrafish, worm, yeast, and plant), and color
codes the twenty nearest neighbor phenotypes’ contributions to each prediction
(the remaining twenty-one are grouped in blue, as “below top-20 phenotypes”).
The top scoring gene, ARX , is predicted primarily by Proud syndrome, hy-
dranencephaly, and Partington’s syndrome, all of which are human diseases
characterized partially by seizures; but information is also drawn from a vari-
ety of plant phenotypes. These predictions were generated using an additive
classifier for ease of visualization. The distance function is Pearson sample
correlation, using cosine similarity as the weighting function w.
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to paralogy (shared orthogroup membership) with genes already associated in

our database with epilepsy. GABBR1 and GABBR2 are each singleton ortho-

group members, and are thus independently predicted. KCNA1 and KCNA2

emerged as paralogs following the human–worm divergence, but are predicted

from non-worm phenotypes — and are therefore also independent predictions.

PAX6’s plant–human paralogs make up the top three rank bins in

Figure 3.9. We suggest that even non-independent predictions are of use,

provided they are accompanied by independent predictions — since, as men-

tioned, PAX3, NKX2-1, and PAX6 are all associated to some degree with

seizures and/orthologous epilepsy. Indeed, the inclusion of species in which

these genes are not paralogs offers additional resolution on predictions and

demonstrates the utility of our method.

3.3.4 Predicting from E. coli — pharmacologically-induced seizures

We then turned to a similar mouse phenotype, pharmacologically in-

duced seizures, to determine whether E. coli gene–phenotype associations

could be used to make predictions about mammalian associations without ad-

ditional information. We found that mouse genes linked to pharmacologically-

induced seizures could be predicted extraordinarily well from E. coli alone in

cross-validated tests: eight of the forty-eight genes associated with this mouse

phenotype could be predicted back when withheld. These results are particu-

larly impressive because they represent all six of the mouse–E. coli orthogroups

associated with this seizure phenotype. Two of the orthogroups (Grik2/Grik5
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and Slc1a2/Slc1a3) are in the top prediction ranking bin; additionally, Faim2

is in the top hundred ranks (Figure 3.10).

Next, we examined the predictions for promising new candidate genes.

One of the most intriguing candidates was α-adducin, which is known to be

reduced in the brains of rats experiencing kainate-induced seizures [60].

Another interesting prediction is Sv2a (synaptic vesicle glycoprotein). It

was recently reported that a mutation in chicken SV2A leads to photosensitive

reflex epilepsy [61]. Mouse Sv2a is a known binding site for levetiracetam, an

anti-epileptic drug [62], and Sv2a−/− mice experience seizures and die within

three weeks of birth [63, 64].

We also examined the compounds associated with the source E. coli

phenotypes to see if these were associated with seizures. The compounds in-

cluded ethanol — alcohol poisoning and alcohol withdrawal symptoms include

seizures — as well as paraquat, which causes seizures and brain damage in

rats [65]; and aztreonam, which is a convulsant [66]. While many compounds

might cause seizures if given in sufficient amounts, a control PubMed search

for ten randomly chosen compounds associated with E. coli phenotypes in our

database failed to turn up such clear associations.

Thus, both at the level of predicting candidate genes and affiliated

compounds, the E. coli phenotypes appear to be relevant. Both of the genes

discussed above may indeed represent reasonable new candidates for affect-

ing pharmacologically-induced seizures and might warrant follow-up experi-
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Figure 3.10: Predicting mouse seizure genes from E. coli phenotypes.
These mouse phenotype predictions are constructed from the k = 10 near-
est neighbor E. coli phenotypes, using no other species. Predicting eukary-
otic phenotype-linked genes from a prokaryote is necessarily coarse-grained,
due firstly to evolutionary expansions of ancestral orthologs into larger or-
thogroups, and secondly to the tendency for some orthologs to vanish from
certain species or become unrecognizable. Nevertheless, the probability of see-
ing an intersection of six or more orthogroups by chance, such as that between
sensitivity to tobramycin at 0.05 µg/ml and the seizure phenotype, is 1.7×10−4

(without correction for multiple testing).
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ments. Finally, it is particularly striking that mammalian seizures — which

are distinctly neurological phenomena — could be derived from processes so

fundamental as to exist even in bacteria.

3.3.5 Atrial fibrillation

We looked next at the human heart phenotype atrial fibrillation (AF),

expecting to find that AF, like pharmacologically-induced seizures, was rooted

in highly-conserved signaling defects. Instead, we found that the most predic-

tive phenotypes were from mouse and chicken — quite unlike epilepsy, for

which plants, worms, and yeast offered a great deal more information than

mouse or chicken.

The AF phenotype performed well cross-validation in the gene-based

configuration method. However, in the orthogroup-based cross-validation, only

three of the eight genes associated could be predicted after being withheld. The

removed genes were predicted at ranks 3–4, 15–16, and 81–94. Nonetheless,

the novel predictions for this phenotype are worth noting.

The top-ranked new prediction for atrial fibrillation (AF) is the his-

tamine receptor H2 (HRH2), largely contributed by gastrointestinal phenologs

in mouse (Figure 3.11). Histamine has been known to act on heart cadence

for over a hundred years [67]. However, an empirical link between heart and

gastrointestinal function was established by the recent observation that his-

tamine increases the heart rate in pythons during digestion [68] — regulation

which both occurs via the H2 receptor [69–71] and is apparently ubiquitous in
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vertebrates.

Similarly predicted are ATP4A and, further down the list, ATP4B,

which are the α and β subunits of the H+/K+ ATPase. This proton pump is

responsible for gastric acid secretion during digestion.

A somewhat speculative connection is offered by recent work, which

showed cigarette smoke extracts cause an increase in the amount of H+/K+

ATPase in the stomach [72]. It is unclear — and worth testing — whether

ATP4A and ATP4B are expressed in the heart. These genes could offer an

additional route by which smoking contributes to heart problems.

Following HRH2 and ATP4A is HOPX , or homeodomain only protein

x, which is down-regulated during heart failure in humans [73]. It is not clear

that HOPX is involved in AF per se, but again worth exploring in future

experiments, as is the gene ranked next, KCNE1, based on orthologous phe-

notype prolonged QT interval — and seemingly also a factor in rare cases of

atrial fibrillation [74–76].

GJA1 (gap junction protein, α1, also known as connexin 43 or Cx43)

is one of the two most abundantly expressed connexins in the heart [77–79].

The other is GJA5 (connexin 40), already associated in our database with

AF. Cx40 and Cx43 seem to form heteromeric channels with different prop-

erties from homomeric channels [80]. Cx43, unlike Cx40, is essential for heart

development and cardiac impulse conductance in mice [81]. Tuomi et al. ob-

served that a dominant negative Cx43 mutant causes severe AF [82]. Finally,
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Figure 3.11: The top candidate genes predicted for atrial fibrillation.
These predictions are constructed in the same manner as those in Figure 3.9.
Limiting the search to k = 40 neighbors in this case means that all predictive
phenotypes come from mouse and chicken, though other species were included
in the analysis. Interestingly, few of the informative mouse and chicken phe-
notypes are related to the heart in any obvious manner.
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atrial fibrillation was observed in a somatic mutation in human GJA1 [83].

Notably, another channel similarly implicated was SCN5A (human cardiac

sodium channel, voltage-gated, type V, α subunit). This sodium channel com-

ponent has been associated with atrial fibrillation [84–86] but was missing from

our database.

In terms of the predictor phenotypes themselves, the top AF phenologs

can be grouped into three basic categories: cardiac, gastric, and auditory. We

have explored the first two categories, but have not considered genes from

the third. We note that while Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome (i.e., long

QT syndrome) has been associated with deafness for half a century [87–90]

via alleles of KCNQ1 [91] and KCNE1 [92], other genes may yet be involved

[93]. Further, Belmont et al. write of “a growing appreciation for conditions

that affect hearing and which are accompanied by significant cardiovascular

disorders” [94].

Given the success with which our method was able to predict AF genes

— and with which it was able to identify potentially related disorders —

exploration of additional candidates (e.g., ATP4A/B, POU4F3, and S1PR2)

from Figure 3.11 may be warranted.

3.3.6 Plant phenotypes — response to vernalization

Finally, having focused primarily on predicting mammalian phenotype-

and disease-genes, we asked whether plant gene–phenotype associations could

be predicted from the other species in our database.
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Plants represented a particular challenge, since a number of factors

reduce the specificity of predictions for plant phenotypes. Firstly, while human

phenotypes are predicted at least in part from other mammals and even other

vertebrates — which are phylogenetically similar — there are no close neighbor

species to Arabidopsis in our database.

Secondly, while 19,439 of the 28,002 human genes in our database have

orthologs in other species, the ratio is less promising for A. thaliana phenolog

predictions: 12,668 of 27,325 have orthologs. The cause is likely again the

lack of other plants in our database, compared to the several vertebrates from

which to draw information for H. sapiens.

Third and finally, the Arabidopsis genome contains a great deal of re-

dundancy, as observed in [95]: 37.4% of proteins belong to families of more

than five members, compared to 12.1% in fruit fly and 24.0% in worm. In pre-

dictions that rely on gene orthology, as with phenologs, there is often no way

to distinguish which of the plant paralogs is most relevant — except perhaps

by relying on paralogous phenotypes.

Our orthogroup-based matrix formalism (Figure 3.2D) was thus crit-

ical for addressing the extensive divergence of gene families between distant

species. In particular and as previously described, when attempting to predict

Arabidopsis phenotypes, we noticed that the gene-based formalism resulted in

asymmetric scores and unwarranted improvements in rank of certain predic-

tions, particularly those where large orthogroups were involved (Figure 3.2A–

C). The genes-as-rows configuration also inflated performance, as measured
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by ROC plots, during cross-validation — primarily due to the high frequency

with which plant gene expansions co-participate in a biological process.

Given this formalism, we then determined phenotypes which may be

predictable by cross-validating candidate genes produced from all non-plant

species in the database (Figure 3.12), and found a large number (greater than

50) of the plant phenotypes to be reasonably well-predicted based on non-plant

phenotypes. We describe final predictions for the response to vernalization

phenotype (Figure 3.13).

We selected this phenotype because it scores better than most other

plant phenotypes in cross-validation; seven of the fifteen genes in this plant

phenotype can be predicted back at low rank when withheld, representing two

or three orthogroups (about half of the total number of orthogroups) depending

upon the source species considered.

Although we cannot easily cross-validate predictions from paralogous

phenotypes, since they are not sufficiently independent, we speculate that the

inclusion of paralogous phenotype data may help to improve the specificity of

the predictions at no perceivable cost.

Among the new candidate genes implicated, two are particularly no-

table. One of these, EMF2 — which appears to be associated with vernaliza-

tion-mediated flowering by its interaction with CLF [96] — is predicted based

on seemingly unrelated orthologous mouse and human phenotypes (abnormal

chorion morphology and endometrial cancer, respectively). EMF2 is paral-
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Figure 3.12: Predicting performance of phenologs for plant pheno-
types. This figure mirrors Figure 3.6A, but demonstrates the prediction of
Arabidopsis phenotypes from individual species (rather than human diseases
from individual species). The red solid line shows the combined performance
of predictions using all species except Arabidopsis. Yeast appears to be the
most useful individual species for predicting plant phenotypes.
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Figure 3.13: The top candidate genes predicted for Arabidopsis re-
sponse to vernalization. Here, we demonstrate predictions for a plant
phenotype, response to vernalization, while also demonstrating how includ-
ing paralogous phenotypes may slightly enhance resolution. These predictions
are drawn from phenotype data from each species in the database, with a
neighborhood cutoff of k = 40. Due to the large gene expansions in plants, as
well as the relatively large distance of Arabidopsis from other species in our
database, paralogs are often ranked together. In the first two bins, a large
gene expansion is split into separate ranks by information from an Arabidopsis
phenotype (which is paralogous rather than orthologous). Those ranks labeled
with green text include at least one previously known vernalization response
gene (that is, a gene that was already linked with vernalization response in
our database).
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ogous with known vernalization gene VRN2; however, it is ranked ahead of

VRN2 by its association with the related plant phenotype negative regulation

of flower development. That EMF2 was boosted by a potential paralogous

phenotype supports the hypothesis that paralogous phenotypes are similarly

useful to orthologous phenotypes in predicting gene function.

The second interesting prediction is FWA and its several paralogs (HB-

7, HDG1–4, HDG7–12, PDF2, ANL2, ATML1, and AT5G07260). Certain

FWA mutants produce a vernalization-insensitivity phenotype [97,98]. Candi-

dates ANL2 and PDF2 both have late flowering phenotypes [99,100] markedly

similar to that of FWA [101]. That discovery lends additional support for par-

alogous phenotypes, as neither FWA nor PDF2 were associated in our database

with regulation of flower development — but our method successfully identified

negative regulation of flower development as a potential phenolog.

Empirically, we believe that the strength of our predictions for plant

phenotypes are limited primarily by the quantity of gene–phenotype infor-

mation available for plants. Notably, the addition of associations from other

plant species would prove exceptionally useful for predicting not only Ara-

bidopsis phenotypes, but crop species as well, and — as demonstrated earlier

— even animal phenotypes.

3.3.7 Datasets

We sought to determine whether the improvement in our method over

the original Phenologs method could be attributed in part to the additional
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species information or arose exclusively from incorporating phenotypes beyond

the nearest neighbor (as demonstrated in Figure 3.5).

We began by plotting the performance of those predictions drawn from

the species used by McGary et al. (mouse, nematode, yeast, and plant, short-

hand mcgary+green, notably including the additional phenotypes from Green

et al.). As expected, we found that increasing k from 0 to 40 markedly im-

proved the results (Figure 3.14).

Next, we tried adding the new species (chicken, E. coli, and zebrafish)

individually, and found improvements at relevant ranks for E. coli and D. rerio.

Surprisingly, inclusion of chicken data hurt the predictive performance. We

also tried adding E. coli and D. rerio at the same time, and saw an additional

increase in performance.

Given the decrease in performance resulting from the inclusion of chicken

phenotypes, we sought to determine whether the additional C. elegans datasets

were negatively affecting performance. In Figure 3.14B, we tried leaving out

the broad and specific components of the green dataset. We found that either

component alone performed worse than the combination. We also tried leaving

out the green datasets altogether, and found that their inclusion moderately

improved performance at relevant ranks, but decreased performance beyond

around rank 45.

These mixed results with the datasets are somewhat surprising. We

expected that the in situ hybridization expression annotations from GEISHA
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Figure 3.14: Measuring the effect of additional datasets on predictive
performance. Here, we used our best classifier (naïve Bayes with Pearson
sample correlation for a distance function, weighted by hypergeometric CDF),
and subtract out datasets in order to determine their relative contributions.
(a) demonstrates that for the original species used by McGary et al. (also in-
cluding the new phenotypes from Green et al.), the k nearest neighbors method
performs substantially better than the original Phenologs method (approxi-
mated by k = 1, which includes not only the nearest phenotype but also any
with the same distance). The datasets are labeled mcgary (mouse, worm, ne-
matode, yeast, and plant), green (nematode), Dr for zebrafish, Ec for E. coli,
and Gg for chicken. The best performing analysis was repeated (labeled “(1)”
and “(2),” with different random test genes withheld) to demonstrate that
performance is robust under cross-validation. (b) presents a test of whether
specific phenotypes are more useful than broad phenotypes, by breaking down
the green dataset into its components, green–specific and green–broad. We
found that including both green datasets yielded the best results at relevant
ranks, but that they both hurt results at less relevant ranks (beyond 45). Also
shown is a comparison between the original datasets (mcgary alone) and the
best-performing collection from (a), with all datasets except chicken (repre-
sented by the solid cyan line).
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would be useful for human predictions not only because gene expression stage

and location should correlate highly with phenotype, but also because chicken

— like mouse — is more closely related to human compared to other species

in our database.

The distributions of genes per phenotype for human, mouse, Arabidop-

sis, and chicken were similar (not pictured). Only E. coli differed substantially,

with most phenotypes involving between 800 and 1,000 genes. However, in gen-

eral, the counts of E. coli–human orthologs involved in bacterial phenotypes

are much smaller due to the relatively small fraction of genes with orthologs

between the two species.

3.4 Conclusions

In summary, we set out to improve upon the results of the original

phenolog project by unifying information from a “neighborhood” of phenotypes

surrounding the phenotype or disease of interest. Our method produces ranked

predictions for a large percentage of human diseases in OMIM, as well as for

plant biological process-based phenotypes.

Notably, we were able to demonstrate the correct prediction of at

least one gene associated with the mouse phenotype pharmacologically-induced

seizures using only phenologs from E. coli. While McGary et al. demonstrated

the existence of deep homology between mice and single-celled eukaryotes, our

work suggests that examples of deep homology exist — and may even offer

useful predictions — between prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
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We also demonstrate that the term “phenotype” may be interpreted

broadly when incorporating gene-association data for phenolog-based predic-

tions. Gene Ontology biological processes are one potential source. Another

potential source is annotations for in situ hybridization experiments, such as

GEISHA, but it may be necessary to refine such a phenotype database by

hand.

Finally, we give a number of concrete gene predictions for the human

diseases atrial fibrillation and epilepsy, and show how phenologs may be used to

generate hypotheses and a biological context that correctly connect categories

of diseases, such as disorders of the heart, stomach, and sensorineural system.

3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Cross-validation

For the gene-based matrix, we compared classifiers and metrics using

n-fold cross-validation, and calculated receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

and precision–recall curves for each disease or phenotype to be predicted. Clas-

sifiers could be represented by arrays of area-under-the-curve measurements.

With the orthogroup-based matrix we chose a simpler and faster “leave-

one-out” cross-validation scheme, where one observed gene association was

hidden for each disease. Noting that some orthogroups have multiple genes

associated with the same phenotype, we also hid any orthogroups associated

with hidden genes. Since a gene may be part of one orthogroup for each species

included in the search, we measured the rank of predicted genes rather than
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predicted orthogroups. When multiple genes were predicted with the same

score, the mean rank was used.

The leave-one-out procedure was repeated three times for each pheno-

type, taking the median hidden gene rank to be representative of the classifier–

phenotype performance.

3.5.2 Additional phenotype data

In addition to those databases described in [2], we incorporated or-

thology and gene–phenotype data from a variety of additional species. We

excluded any phenotypes with fewer than three associated genes.

Our choice of species was driven primarily by availability of data in a

useful format, namely that phenotype annotations could be expressed quali-

tatively, and that we we could link those annotations to a protein sequence;

for example, we wished to incorporate phenotype data from the agricultural

plant database Gramene, but most or all phenotype-associated genes lacked

sequences.

Human diseases came from OMIM as for [2], but updated on August

17, 2011. Additional C. elegans phenotypes came from Green et al. [102] and

were broken down into two datasets, green–broad and green–specific, according

to the classifications given by the authors in the second supplemental table,

“Broad Phenotypic Category” and the more specific subcategories into which

they were divided. We chose to maintain the dual categorization primarily

because a number of the more specific phenotypic classes were monogenic,
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and hence would have been ignored altogether in our analysis.

E. coli phenotypes were taken on May 20, 2011, from the file coli_

FinalData2.txt [103]. Each gene’s phenomic profile was sorted by score, as-

signing both the top and bottom forty conditions to the gene. Thus, each

condition was considered to be a phenotype, and the genes associated with

that phenotype were those genes whose growth was most affected — either

positively or negatively — in the corresponding condition.

We considered fruit fly phenotypes from FlyBase [104]. Unfortunately,

FlyBase’s dataset — while extensive — makes use of a controlled vocabulary

optimized for manual searching rather than high-throughput analysis. The

only way to connect a phenotypic class annotation to an anatomical location

or developmental stage is by allele and literature reference — if these are given

at all. We attempted to match anatomical annotations for mutant phenotypes

to annotations from the phenotypic class ontology, joining on allele and pub-

lication. While it was possible to predict some human diseases based on fruit

fly phenotypes from FlyBase, the results were noisy and difficult to interpret,

and we ultimately chose to exclude fruit fly results.

Zebrafish phenotypes consisted of gene ontology (GO) biological pro-

cesses from ZFIN [105], keeping only those annotations with evidence types of

IMP, IDA, IPI, IGI, TAS, NAS, IC, and IEP — the same procedure used for

Arabidopsis phenotypes, obtained from TAIR [46]. These evidence types were

selected so as to avoid the inclusion of annotations that originated directly

from knowledge of other model organisms.
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For chicken (Gallus gallus) phenotypes, we utilized in situ hybridization

annotations from GEISHA [106], kindly provided in XML format on June 24,

2011. If there were more than fifty genes associated with a specific location

and more than three at a specific stage at that location, a new phenotype

was created (“anatomical location at stage x”); and regardless, each location

became an independent phenotype. We defined phenotypes as gene–expression

associations in specific anatomical locations. For those locations with more

than fifty genes annotated, we created additional phenotypes for each stage

with greater than three associated genes.
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Chapter 4

Improved prediction of phenologs using
Boolean combinations of phenotypes

4.1 Introduction

The phenolog and deep homology hypotheses are based on the postulate

that some or all aspects of the protein machinery of the cell may be concep-

tualized as consisting of functional modules — parts in a complex machine

which interact to make that machine work.

The modules are not atomic; they may be subdivided into additional

modules down to the protein level.1 Thus modules may share components

— whether those components are submodules consisting of multiple or single

proteins.

Modularity need not be determined by physical interactions between

proteins. For example, the host of proteins responsible for releasing dopamine

from a neurotransmitter may never interact directly with receptors for that

neurotransmitter on a separate cell; yet receptor and exocytosis docking appa-

ratus, which are independent submodules, may be thought of as participating

1And perhaps beyond, in cases where a gene has multiple protein isoforms. For simplicity,
however, we consider proteins to be atomic.
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in the same module.

I hoped, when writing the k nearest neighbors search, that the process

of incorporating data from multiple phenologs might reveal readily identifiable

modules at the intersection of phenotypes drawn from multiple organisms. In

this chapter, I demonstrate a much cleaner approach.

The method described in this chapter was originally conceived by Ed-

ward Marcotte. I mentored Matthew Tien, an undergraduate researcher, who

cleverly demonstrated a proof of concept in Python and Perl, using Kriston

McGary’s original phenolog software. However, Matthew graduated without

any in-depth study of the results, and Kris’ software — written in Perl — was

for some species pairs too slow for the requisite computations on the larger set

of phenotypes produced by this method.

In the following pages, I describe the Boolean phenologs concept and

its re-implementation.2 I use it to predict genes associated with oxidative

stress-related apoptosis in breast cancer from zebrafish, and increased brown

adipose tissue from plants. I demonstrate its utility in identifying a functional

module relating to carcinogenesis — particularly recurrence of cancer — using

breast cancer predictions from zebrafish.

2Some details of the implementation, in Ruby, are provided in Appendix B.
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4.2 Boolean phenologs

Diseases may consist of multiple phenotypes; such diseases are called

syndromes. I wondered if it might be helpful to divide phenotypes into what

might be called subphenotypes. The original definition of “phenotype” requires

that real phenotypes be observable, and in practice — except for diseases —

phenotypes are atomic. Phenotypes describe one altered aspect of an organism.

So a subphenotype might be thought of as a functional module or submodule.

I hypothesized that if phenotypes reflect functional modules then it

might be possible to identify such submodules by performing various math-

ematical set operations (and, or, xor, not) on phenotypes whose associated

gene sets overlap. Reasoning that or (union) and xor would produce super-

modules rather than submodules, I elected to consider and (intersection) and

not (subtraction) most carefully (Figure 4.1).

It is also possible to view intersection phenotypes as the automatically

generated non-human equivalent of syndromes. If a syndrome consists of mul-

tiple human phenotypes which tend to co-occur (since co-occurrence likely

increases the odds of medical intervention or diagnosis), then an intersection

phenotype, properly constructed, should consist of those genes with pleiotropic

roles in the same pair of phenotypes. Understanding the intersection between

Boolean phenotypes which are phenologous with a human syndrome could fa-

cilitate a clearer understanding of the component processes of that syndrome.
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Figure 4.1: Process for the identification of Boolean phenologs. Prior
to identifying Boolean phenologs, gene–phenotype associations are put into
a matrix which represents phenotypes as rows and genes as columns (1 rep-
resents an association, and 0 means none has been observed). The matrix is
then translated based on the target species into an orthogroup–phenotype ma-
trix, where the columns represent orthogroups between the target and source
species. Phenotypes with exactly the same sets of orthogroups are merged so
that every row is unique.

Within the resulting matrix, an all-versus-all search is performed, identifying
all pairs of phenotypes which overlap. The selected operation (and or not) is
carried out upon each overlapping pair. For the latter operation, it is carried
out twice — e.g., A − B and B − A. If a resulting composite phenotype is
the same as either of the inputs, or consists of fewer than three orthogroups,
it is discarded. Phenotypes with the exact same orthogroup sets are merged,
as before.

Lastly, phenologs are identified between the target species and the computed
matrix. A filter is imposed, throwing away all phenologs with an intersection
size of less than two. In addition, phenologs which predict no new genes (the
intersection consists of the entire Boolean phenotype) are discarded. The or-
thogroups within the Boolean phenotype but outside the overlap are translated
into target-species gene identifiers, and are considered to be candidates.
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4.2.1 Correcting for multiple hypothesis testing

To address the problem of multiple hypothesis testing, I perform an

empirical permutation test similar to that used in [2]. I experimented with

two different schemes and found that they produced basically identical results.

In both schemes, the Boolean phenotype –orthogroup matrices from

Figure 4.1 are used. In one, a single permutation is generated for an entire

matrix and each row (phenotype) has its contents rearranged according to

that same permutation. In the other scheme, each row is permuted separately.

(Since the results were similar, I elected to use the former strategy, as it

preserves the joint distribution of genes and phenotypes.)

In each scheme, phenologs are calculated for the matrix permutation;

and the process is repeated 1,000 times. The resulting distributions are plotted

as in Figure 4.2, and I calculate a positive predictive value [47] for every

phenolog found as in McGary et al. (2010).

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Increased brown adipose tissue

4.3.1.1 Predictions from Arabidopsis

To demonstrate the power of the method, I picked the very first pheno-

type prediction listed in the output of the very first test run (predicting mouse

from Arabidopsis, and operation). This was the mouse phenotype increased

brown adipose tissue amount, and its single nearest Boolean plant phenotype
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Figure 4.2: Real and null distributions based on a permutation test
of Boolean phenologs. The solid blue line represents the real distribution
of p values between phenotypes in a target species and Boolean phenotypes
in a source species. The null distribution is based on 1,000 independent runs,
permuting each matrix as a unit rather than each row independently. The
distributions shown are for predicting human from zebrafish using the not
operation.
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response to salt stress

response to sucrose 
stimulation
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brown adipose 

tissue (BAT)
& 2.66E-5
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3 predicted

PPV=0.980N=3,383

Figure 4.3: Mouse increased brown adipose tissue genes may be pre-
dicted by Arabidopsis Boolean phenotype response to salt stress ∩
response to sucrose stimulus. This figure represents the first mouse result
outputted by the search of Arabidopsis phenotype intersections. The given in-
tersection is the single nearest neighbor. The probability of seeing such an
overlap (or larger) by chance is p = 2.66 × 10−5 (FDR = 0.980), smaller by
several orders of magnitude than the probability of seeing either of the individ-
ual phenologs separately (p = 0.0176 for salt stress alone and 2.06× 10−4 for
sucrose stimulus, neither of which meets our significance threshold of 0.0001).
The intersection size is two, with set sizes of six and five; thus, three or-
thogroups are predicted for the increased brown adipose tissue phenotype.

neighbor was the intersection of the plant GO biological processes response to

salt stress and response to sucrose stimulus (Figure 4.3).

The most consequential difference between brown and white adipose

tissue (BAT and WAT) is that the former dissipates energy as heat while the

latter stores it. The uncoupling of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation

in BAT is accomplished by thermogenesisUCP1), the molecular site of non-

shivering thermogenesis [107]. Drug-induced uncoupling has been pursued as a

treatment for obesity, sometimes with lethal consequences [108,109]. A better
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understanding of BAT versus WAT physiology could be useful for addressing

the obesity epidemic.

The three genes predicted for increased BAT were Pgd (6-phospho-

gluconate dehydrogenase), Psmd4 (part of the 26S proteasome), and a large

orthogroup of homeobox proteins (including Pitx1–3, Isx, Pax2–8, Rax, Alx3,

Esx1, Crx, Otx1/2, Phox2a/b, and Sebox).

Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase is a lipogenic enzyme in the pentose

phosphate pathway, and seems to be expressed in WAT, BAT, and liver, with

activity varying according to sex and tissue [110]. Pankiewicz et al. also found

that oestradiol regulates liver Pgd expression; whereas Puerta et al. found that

oestradiol decreased BAT thermogenesis only in cold-acclimated rats [111].

While the full story would require a full literature review to elucidate, Pgd

seems to be an interesting candidate.

The case for Psmd4 is only slightly clearer. UCP1 ubiquitinylation is

associated with BAT in cold-acclimated animals, and ubiquitinylation seems

to control the rate of UCP1 turnover by the proteasome [112]. It is therefore

possible that Psmd4 plays a direct role in BAT thermogenesis.

Homeobox genes are involved in adipogenesis, but it’s unclear whether

any of the candidates play a role; these two may be worthy of additional

exploration.

In short, the candidate genes predicted from plant may be worthy of

additional exploration.
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4.3.2 Set difference: methylmercury and breast cancer

Next, I looked at Boolean combinations consisting of set differences,

reasoning that these would identify submodules rather than the modules in

which those submodules play a role.

Perhaps the most striking example of the applicability of this technique,

and of Boolean phenologs in general, is the case of human breast cancer being

predicted from response to methylmercury less response to metal ion (Fig-

ure 4.4). I expected that the genes predicted would by DNA repair-related,

as with many cancer phenologs.3 Instead, these genes highlight two other

pathways by which organisms (or individual cells) suppress cancer growth:

apoptosis and oxidative stress response.

Methylmercury (MeHg+ or just MeHg) is an organometallic cation,

so this appears at first glance to be a strange combination. However, the

response to methylmercury GO annotation is a child node of response to organic

substance in the tree, not response to metal ion. A just-published article

by McElwee et al. examines the effects of organic (MeHgCl) and inorganic

mercury (HgCl2) on C. elegans, finding eighteen genes which were important

to mercurial exposure response — and only two which responded to both

types of mercury [113]. The mechanisms for mercury toxicity are incompletely

understood, but it seems clear that even if the two mechanisms are the same

3For example, breast cancer has a phenolog in plants with the intersection of DNA repair
and response to gamma radiation, p = 4.70 × 10−5, with two predicted orthogroups: ATR
and ERCC6, which both appear to be DNA repair genes.
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or similar (as argued by Clarkson et al. [114]), the organismal and cellular

responses differ. Thus, this phenolog is in agreement with the findings of

McElwee et al. [113].

Five genes are predicted: MT-COI , JUN (c-Jun), SOD2, GADD45B,

and BAX . All of these genes — MT-COI especially — appear to be involved

in the apoptotic response to reactive oxygen species (ROS). The mechanisms

by which methylmercury generates ROS are not entirely clear, as previously

mentioned, but are reviewed by Farina et al. [115]. Generally, MeHg+ forms a

complex with lower-weight thiol and selenol groups, especially glutathione (re-

viewed separately in [116]). When such groups occur in mitochondrial creatine

kinase or respiratory chain proteins, the compound can inhibit mitochondrial

function, leading to depolarization of that organelle’s membrane and overpro-

duction of ROS [115].

Without any one of the predicted genes, the effects of ROS are mag-

nified. Mitochondria rely on SOD2 for conversion of extremely toxic superox-

ide into hydrogen peroxide (which can be further processed by catalase) and

molecular oxygen. Several of the genes (JUN, GADD45B, and BAX) play

well-characterized roles in stress-induced apoptosis, triggered in the event the

cell is overwhelmed by free radicals (or other agents which cause damage).

MT-COI, part of complex IV of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway,

is the site of an extremely common germ line mutation in cancer patients,

which seems to predispose those individuals toward developing cancer [117].

This may indicate a role for this cytochrome C oxidase component in the
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pro-apoptotic pathway.

Induction of apoptosis is a key route by which chemotherapy targets

cancers — and by which cancers circumvent chemotherapy. The roles of Bcl-2

and Bax are reviewed in [118]. Notably, Bcl-2 binds Bax (the protein products

of BCL-2 and our prediction BAX, respectively), and BCL-2 over-expression

confers chemotherapy resistance.4 When Bcl-2 is low or absent, however, Bax

homodimerizes, leading to cell death. Bax is also thought to interact with the

mitochondrial voltage-dependent ion channel, and is directly induced by p53

in response to DNA damage.

Interestingly, a model already exists that might explain these breast

cancer gene predictions. Martinez-Outschoorn et al. proposed, in 2010, the

“autophagic tumor stroma model of cancer.” Essentially, the model hypoth-

esized that tumors induce oxidative stress in the tumor microenvironment

in order to cause stromal cells to release nutrients which are used for can-

cer growth [119, 120]. Indeed, Trimmer et al. found that loss of Caveolin-1

(Cav-1) — whose stromal presence is a strong predictor of survival — dra-

matically promotes breast cancer growth. Loss of Cav-1 may be rescued by

over-expression of SOD2, another tumor suppressor, which relieves oxidative

stress by processing mitochondrial superoxide radicals. [120]

GADD45B also plays a pro-apoptotic role, and was found to be down-

regulated in at least two cases of hepatocellular carcinomas (reviewed in [121]).

4Chemotherapy resistance here and in the literature means that the cells fail to undergo
apoptosis in the presence of damage, not that the chemotherapy fails to cause damage.
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Figure 4.4: Breast cancer is predicted from genes involved in ze-
brafish methylmercury response but not response to metal ion
(p = 5.83 × 10−5, PPV = 0.992). Five genes are predicted for breast can-
cer. The phenolog overlap was of size two, and nineteen known breast cancer
genes were missed. The probability of seeing an overlap between breast cancer
and defective methylmercury response alone is 9.97× 10−5.

Both GADD45B and to a lesser extent SOD2 were observed to be up-regulated

in inflammatory breast cancer (IBC); while the authors suggest that these

genes contribute to the aggressiveness of IBC [122], another possibility is that

up-regulation of SOD2 and GADD45B is part of a transcriptional program

which protects against cancer.

While this model offers no especially novel predictions for breast cancer,

it does suggest possible further investigations for MT-COI ’s role in apoptosis

and oxidative stress response — and hints that the predicted genes may be

involved in a tumor suppression transcriptional program.
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4.3.3 Myopathy from Arabidopsis

Myopathy5 is a broad category of disease categorized by muscular weak-

ness with twenty-one associated human genes; three of these genes (DYSF,

ACTA1, and FHL1) are members of human–plant orthogroups.

This phenolog, response to red light less response to water deprivation,

predicts the involvement of five orthogroups in myopathy. The first of these

orthogroups is comprised of members of the SWI/SNF complex and Mediator,

including MED25, ARID1A (BAF250A), ARID1B (BAF250B), and PTOV1.

MED25 has been observed in a family with Charcot–Marie–Tooth (CMT)

syndrome, including childhood onset distal muscle weakness [123].

ARID1A and ARID1B are both muscle-related. In knockouts of the

former, relatively fewer skeletal muscle cells differentiate from embryonic stem

cells compared to other differentiation products [124]. ARID1B is associated

with Coffin–Siris syndrome, which includes hypotonia among its symptoms

[125].

In the second orthogroup, two of the three genes are involved in muscle.

CREM is expressed in ventricular myocytes [126] and ATF1 is a hypoxia-

responsive transcriptional activator of skeletal muscle via mitochondrial UCP3

[127]; the third, CREB1, is expressed in fibroblasts and not in myocytes [126].

5There are two human myopathy phenotypes in our database. The first includes two
genes and consists of myopathy (1) due to CPT II deficiency, (2) due to phosphoglycerate
mutase deficiency, and (3) with exercise intolerance (Swedish type). The second, discussed
in this section, is collapsed from the remaining myopathy annotations in OMIM.
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The third set of predictions is TFEB, TFEC, TFE3, and MITF. TFEC

is a transcriptional activator of non-muscle myosin, and so is ruled out —

but is nevertheless an interesting prediction. Over-expression of TFEB re-

lieves Pompe disease, a disability of heart and skeletal muscles, by stimulat-

ing autophagy [128]. MITF has a known autophagy role resembling that of

TFEB [129] and is involved in a variety of developmental processes, but no

evidence exists suggesting it or TFE3 are involved in myopathy.

An autophagy link for these predictions is further supported by the

fourth predicted orthogroup, consisting of a number of cytochrome P450 (fam-

ily 2) genes: CYP2A6–17/13, CYP2B6, CYP2C8–9/18–19, and CYP2D6/E1/

F1/J2/S1/U1/R1/W1. Cytochrome P450 is the site of a number of drug inter-

actions — notably with grapefruit, cranberry, and pomegranate juice, which

inhibit CYP3A4, a metabolizer of statins. CYP2C8, CYP2C9, and CYP2C19

are involved in various statin-induced myopathies [130–132]. At least with the

last of these, the mechanism is autophagy related [133]. Similarly, predicted

gene CYP2D6 increased statin efficacy and is a predicted drug interaction site

with 3A4 [134]. Finally, CYP2E1 metabolizes ethanol — which also causes

myopathy — and inhibits autophagy [135–137].

Two genes for which I found no literature support are FAM50A and

FAM50B, predicted as a single orthogroup; neither appears to be particularly

well researched. These may be good candidates for autophagy genes.

There are at least two other Boolean phenologs of myopathy (both

intersectional rather than subtractive) at p = 1.57 × 10−6 (PPV = 0.987).
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defective response to water 
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myopathy NOT 1.1E-5
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Figure 4.5: Myopathy is predicted from plant genes involved in red
light response but not response to water deprivation. Among 3,383
human–plant orthogroups, three are involved in myopathy; five in the Boolean
phenolog defective response to red light less defective response to water depri-
vation; and two in the intersection (p = 1.10 × 10−5, PPV = 0.987). The
sub-phenolog myopathy / red light has a p value of 2.36× 10−5.

The first of these is response to light stimulus ∩ response to red light (1.97 ×

10−4 and 2.36 × 10−5 for the individual components), which predicts the

cytochrome P450 orthogroup. The second is response to auxin stimulus ∩

response to light stimulus (the former component has p = 3.7 × 10−4), pre-

dicting GHDC . I found no literature support for GHDC, a gene about which

little is known; it may be a good candidate for myopathy and autophagy.

4.3.4 Holoprosencephaly

To demonstrate predictions from multiple phenologs (as discussed in

the previous chapter), and to show the utility of intersection phenologs, I

looked for a disease with many phenologs among the and (intersection) pseudo-

phenotypes.
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The concept of k nearest neighbors-based ranking discussed in the pre-

vious chapter is analogous to the k = 1 case of Boolean or (set union) phe-

nologs. I present here an example of and (set intersection) phenologs for k = 1,

with candidate genes for holoprosencephaly (HPE) predicted from D. rerio in-

tersection phenologs (see Table 4.1). In this case, many phenologs fall in the

k = 1 bin by p value, and predict a variety of genes (see Table 4.2 for kNN-

based rankings). It may also be worth noting that no single component’s p

value is better than the Boolean p value.

The most highly predicted gene is SMO (Smoothened), which is indeed

an HPE gene — as determined by Rosenfeld et al. in 2010 [138], subsequent

to the creation of our database. Rosenfeld et al. also identified DISP1, ranked

third. NODAL, one of the bottom-ranked genes, has been observed as promot-

ing an HPE-like phenotype in chick embryos [139] and mice (reviewed in [140]).

Another gene ranked with NODAL, LHX2 (Lim1/Lhx2), is required for mouse

head formation [141] and seems to regulate the development of the midline of

the brain in that species [142].

The second-ranked orthogroup, consisting of SCUBE1 and SCUBE3, is

suggested for HPE candidacy by its role in mouse brain formation (specifically

SCUBE1) [143], but does not appear to be directly associated with HPE.

4.4 Discussion

Boolean phenologs offer a substantial improvement over the k nearest

neighbors approach described in the previous chapter [144]. The basis for the
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Table 4.1: Holoprosencephaly genes are predicted by many intersec-
tion phenologs at the same p value. I include holoprosencephaly as an
example because it has many Boolean and phenologs from zebrafish at the
same p value (5.98 × 10−7, which is the lowest p value meeting the filtering
criteria). Phenotypes A and B are arbitrarily labeled and indistinguishable
overall (but not within individual pairs of table rules). Consider the first entry:
brain development and axon guidance predicts gene LHX2; but brain devel-
opment and muscle organ development predicts PRKCI. Nineteen different
Boolean phenologs predict Smoothened. Rows are grouped first by candidate
genes, but also by phenotype A when candidate genes differ. PPV = 0.999.
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phenotype A phenotype B candidates

brain development axon guidance LHX2
muscle organ development PRKCI

dorsal/ventral pattern formation floor plate formation NODAL
adenohypophysis development FGF3

somitogenesis nervous system development NEO1
endocrine pancreas development WNT5A/B

muscle organ development
muscle cell fate specification

SCUBE1/3
blood circulation

somitogenesis

somitogenesis blood circulation
muscle cell fate specification

adenohypophysis development blood circulation DISP1muscle cell fate specification

blood circulation axon guidance CXCL12striated muscle cell development

axon guidance

nervous system development

SMO

floor plate formation
muscle organ development

endocrine pancreas development
embryonic digestive tract morphogenesis

nervous system development

floor plate formation
muscle organ development

endocrine pancreas development
embryonic digestive tract morphogenesis

floor plate formation
muscle organ development

adenohypophysis development
embryonic digestive tract morphogenesis

muscle organ development
endocrine pancreas development
adenohypophysis development

embryonic digestive tract morphogenesis

endocrine pancreas development adenohypophysis development
embryonic digestive tract morphogenesis

adenohypophysis development embryonic digestive tract morphogenesis

diencephalon development neural plate morphogenesis
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orthogroup members magnitude
SMO 19

SCUBE1/3 5
DISP1 2

CXCL12 2
NEO1 1

WNT5A/B 1
FGF3 1

NODAL 1
LHX2 1

PRKCI 1

Table 4.2: Holoprosencephaly candidate genes may be ranked by evi-
dence. I ranked by hand the genes suggested for testing from the phenotypes
in Table 4.1 as they would be ranked by either the naïve Bayes or additive
classifiers in the previous Chapter. I included the magnitude (the number of
times the gene is predicted by a phenolog in Table 4.1). Genes within ranks are
predicted with the same score (e.g., NEO1 and LHX2) and are thus equally
likely under this model). The best predicted gene is SMO, also known as
Smoothened.
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improvement is not entirely clear, but may be partially subjective: I selected

preferentially those Boolean phenologs where the p value is less than both the

components. Notably, for the not phenologs, all Boolean p values are more

significant at our maximum p threshold6 of 1× 10−4.

A minor contributor is the way in which the genes in the single-species

matrices are translated into orthogroups. For example, plant phenotypes reg-

ulation of telomere maintenance and regulation of chromosome organization

have differing sets of genes; but when the genes are translated into human–

plant orthogroups, and those without orthologs are removed, the two pheno-

types collapse into one.7

The filtering procedure may also play a role. The original phenolog

method looked for any intersection at all; I require an intersection of size two

or larger, and additionally that at least one orthogroup is predicted. For and

phenotypes, these last two criteria imply that the intersection between the

Boolean components must be at least size three.

The probability of finding such a three-way intersection by chance is

quite low, and would ordinarily be described by the multivariate hypergeo-

metric distribution (thus, the given probabilities may be conservative over-

estimates). The frequency of the three-way intersections — higher than would

6This property is made more likely, but not guaranteed, by the mathematics of set
intersection probabilities. If the subtracted phenotype intersects with the query, the Boolean
phenotype will have a smaller intersection as a result of the subtraction; and thus the p value
is more likely to rise above our threshold. The p value of two sets with no intersection is
within ϵ of unity.

7These are in-paralogs in A. thaliana with respect to H. sapiens.
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be expected at random — is a product of the way in which gene–phenotype

associations are discovered by biologists.

It follows, then, that the standard hypergeometric distribution may

not be conservative enough for phenologs that are “circular”. I define circu-

lar by way of an example. Bardet–Biedl syndrome candidate genes which

were identified subsequent to the assembly of our gene–phenotype associ-

ation database are perfectly predicted by the zebrafish Boolean phenotype

melanosome transport less embryonic specification defect (p = 2.06 × 10−25).

However, upon review of the literature on the known genes, I discovered that

zebrafish melanosome transport is studied at least in part for its role in Bardet–

Biedl syndrome. As such, melanosome transport-associated genes at the time

of database construction were already only one patient validation away from

being Bardet–Biedl-associated genes.

An additional concern is over-training. One might argue, for example,

that by subtracting every phenotype from every other phenotype, and then

looking for phenologs, one is simply trimming away some of the less imme-

diately relevant portions of phenotype gene sets. However, less relevant here

could also be read as less studied, which is a contradiction: the genes are

present in both phenotypes precisely because they have been well-studied for

those characteristics. Even so, it seems to be a moot point. The predictions

are either worth testing or they aren’t. They are either circular or they aren’t,

which can be determined via literature review. Boolean phenologs simply pro-

vide good hints about which genes and processes should be studied for a deep
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homology role. Some genes may be missed, but the advantage is an observably

lower false positive rate.

A final issue is confirmation bias, particularly when pursuing literature

validation. Ioannidis argued in 2005 that most published research findings are

false positives, in part due to the failure of researchers to share negative re-

sults (which are more likely to be correct) [145]. Indeed, our gene–phenotype

association matrices only contain “positive” and “unobserved,” and lack neg-

atives. Negatives would be extremely useful for evaluation of results as well.

Particularly when predicting extremely well-studied diseases like cancer, it’s

unlikely that one will find a well-characterized gene which is not in some way

associated if one looks long enough. One approach is to silently insert an

additional random prediction in some set fraction of phenologs selected for lit-

erature validation, and then determine how frequently the random prediction

is marked as true by the researcher.8

4.5 Conclusion

Boolean phenologs combine the best elements from previous work by

our lab on phenologs [2, 144] to offer a clearer picture of the processes which

underlie diseases and phenotypes, as well as the non-obvious homologies which

exist between organisms. Furthermore, they offer support for my overarching

8This exact thing happened for the breast cancer phenolog as a result of a bug in my code.
SHOX2 was predicted, and the literature suggested that it was involved in cancer. Despite
the gene being well-characterized, there was no observation of association with apoptosis or
oxidative stress.
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hypothesis: that deep homology extends beyond structure.

Unfortunately, phenologs are limited. They offer insight only into those

elements of diseases, traits, or processes which are conserved and well-studied.

A human–zebrafish phenolog is informative about breast cancer only insofar

as cancer is affected by well-characterized processes shared between the two

organisms. Phenologs will never tell us about the uniquely human compo-

nents of breast cancer, but can give us information about oxidative stress and

apoptosis, or about DNA repair genes.

In this chapter, I presented Boolean phenolog models for human dis-

eases such as myopathy and breast cancer, as well as increased brown adipose

tissue in mice. I demonstrate a number of predictions worthy of further testing,

including FAM50A and FAM50B for autophagy and MT-COI for oxidative

stress and apoptosis in cancer.

4.6 Availability of source code and data

Gene–phenotype associations are available at the phenologs website,

phenologs.org. The source code and documentation are available on GitHub

at http://github.com/marcottelab/boolean.
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Chapter 5

Some concluding remarks

5.1 Phenologs

Deep homology, as defined by Shubin et al., is a model of evolution

and development which explains how the apparently independent evolution of

complex structures in multiple distantly related species is an emergent prop-

erty of a single earlier adaptation [8,9]. The evolutionary innovation is not the

eye itself — which has evolved several dozen times, Shubin argues — but the

conserved underlying program which facilitated the vision adaptation in all of

those species, and which is quite likely a unique innovation.

Not only do phenologs offer a way to identify non-obvious cases of deep

homology, but they provide a strategy for quantifying it. The claim that the

genetic program underlying vision is a unique adaptation is a claim for which,

previously, no evidence could be gathered without a time machine. With

phenologs, however, a p value can be assigned to that claim. Moreover, since

the phenolog strategy predicts gene–phenotype associations on the basis of that

p value, that quantifiable hypothesis can be tested both through literature

validation and experimentally, it is possible to develop an argument for or

against the previously untestable hypothesis that the genetic program evolved
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but once.

The use of model organisms to learn about human disease is not new.

Mice and rats would not be such a common model system if scientists had not

already recognized their utility in understanding obviously parallel processes

in humans. But phenologs have provided a method for identifying non-obvious

cases; in Chapter 2, for example, I provided the example of plant gravitropism

gene associations predicting neural crest migration genes. The identification

of additional disease-causing genes is a mere curiosity next to the discovery

that the two phenotypes are both facilitated by an underlying process.

In Chapters 3–4, I examine two methods for better understanding the

genetic programs which form the bases for diseases and phenotypes in an

array of organisms. The first of these — the k nearest neighbors ranking

approach — casts a broad net and offers a glimpse at the myriad phenotypes

and diseases that arise from deeply conserved underlying genetic programs.

The kNN approach also offers a prioritization for the testing of candidates

genes for diseases and traits, including one mouse disease-like phenotype, and

an extremely non-disease-like Arabidopsis trait.

The other (in Chapter 4) is a much more targeted approach; instead of

raking in all phenologs which might be predictive of some disease or trait, the

“Boolean” method focuses in on a few at a time. While it does not explicitly

rank predictions, it suggests that specific phenotypes lie at the intersection

of conserved processes (or that one process rescues another, in the case of

the subtractive examples). Anecdotally, this method seems to offer much
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more relevant predictions than either the original phenologs approach or the

k nearest neighbors approach.

5.1.1 Paralogous phenotypes

While phenologs which are in-paralogous rather than orthologous are

not quantifiable, they are important conceptually. They have been used in

the same way as orthologous phenotypes — namely to identify additional can-

didates for autoimmune disorders, as discussed in Chapter 1. In Chapter 3,

I identified a case where in-paralogous phenotypes may have (correctly) im-

proved the ranking of one gene relative to its in-paralogs.

In the fourth chapter, I mentioned a consequence of the conversion from

the gene–phenotype to orthogroup–phenotype matrix framework: that pheno-

types which were represented by separate rows in the matrix, involving differ-

ent genes, become equivalent when described in terms of their orthogroups.

These are in-paralogous phenotypes.

Thus, in this work, I extend the theoretical framework for phenologs

to paralogous phenotypes. A future area for exploration might involve finding

some way to quantify the degree of paralogy of such phenotypes.

For example, two human phenotypes X and Y might involve the gene

sets A,B,C,D,E and F,G,H, I, J , respectively. When those genes are trans-

lated to human–mouse orthogroups, they may still be distinct. But when

translated to human–chicken orthogroups, it might turn out that D is or-

thologous with I, J . If instead we look at them in terms of human–plant
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orthogroups, we might see that in fact what appeared to be two sets of five

unique genes actually make up one set of four unique orthogroups.

If it were possible to quantify these paralogous phenotype relationships,

it could help us to examine duplication and divergence — for example, in the

evolution of color vision.

5.1.2 The importance of basic research

Biologists tend to look at mammalian biological processes and genes

because what is learned tends to apply to humans as well. Yet the first people

to study yeast weren’t looking for a cure for cancer; they were trying to make

better beer.1 Even so, many people study yeast today with the hope that

basic biology lessons taken from this single-celled organism can be applied,

eventually, to humans. Some also question this research focus from time to

time.

Yet phenologs place an economic value on basic research. In Chapter 2,

we point out that the rate of gene–phenotype association discovery is 550-fold

higher with phenologs than without. Phenologs provide a rationale for basic

science: any process could serve as a quantifiably useful model for some human

affliction. Indeed, while phenologs themselves produce useful predictions which

may be directly applicable, the phenolog strategy is itself an example of basic

research.

1This claim is verifiable simply by looking at the name, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which
means Sugar-eating beer-maker.
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5.1.3 Future directions

There are a number of possibilities for future courses of study on phe-

nologs. I believe that the most promising is the combination of the k nearest

neighbors method with the Boolean phenologs method, as with the holopros-

encephaly example described in Chapter 4, but approached systematically.

It is also my belief that we under-utilize visualization strategies in at-

tempting to understand deep homology and phenologs. I attempted, early in

the formulation of Chapter 3, to develop a Rails application for allowing a

scientist to exclude certain noisy or redundant phenotypes from a k nearest

neighbors search, but eventually decided it was a dissertation project in and

of itself.

Another possible direction is the eventual incorporation of fruit fly Gene

Ontology biological processes into our database. I continue to believe there

is a wide array of useful models in Drosophila, but the nature of the FlyBase

database offered too many obstacles.
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Appendix A

SciRuby: Tools for scientific computing in the
Ruby language

A.1 Foreword

When I began my doctoral studies, I knew only C++. In the course of

rotations, I learned Perl and Python, and upon arrival in the Marcotte Lab,

I tried out Ruby — which in short order became my favorite programming

language.

While a BioRuby project existed, Ruby lacked any kind of cohesive

community of general scientific programmers. Some libraries existed, but it

was unclear what was being actively developed and where assistance or sup-

port could be had. With encouragement and assistance from former Marcotte

Lab member John Prince, I organized the Ruby Science Foundation, and the

SciRuby community and libraries, beginning in December of 2010.

In time, it became clear that one unifying factor still absent from our

nascent project was a fast library for matrices, vectors, and linear algebra. So

a year after SciRuby’s formation, I sat down and began work on NMatrix, a

package designed to fill that niche. Other early code contributions came from

Chris Wailes under a small grant from a start-up (now defunct) called Brighter
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Planet, and from a handful of fellows hired using a grant from the Ruby

Association, which is to the Ruby language what the Ruby Science Foundation

is to the SciRuby Project. This support in particular offered a great deal of

motivation, as it meant that my work had the support of Ruby’s creator.

On SciRuby’s behalf, I applied for a total of four grants, and received

three (the fourth was a long-shot). Perhaps the most useful to us was Google’s

Summer of Code, which offered not only four motivated students to work on

SciRuby, but also a great deal of publicity and attention for our project, and

networking opportunities with other open source endeavors.

SciRuby has been an integral part of this dissertation; nearly all of

the figures in Chapter 3 were generated using Rubyvis, a SciRuby plotting

and visualization library. Additionally, NMatrix (discussed in more detail in

Appendix B) made the methods presented in Chapter 4 feasible.

The decision to present certain elements of my methodology in these

appendices is based upon the recognition that the computational tools cre-

ated for the fourth chapter are not biological nor even bioinformatic in nature.

NMatrix itself includes no especially innovative algorithms or data structures,

but the synthesis of its parts may represent an innovation. Additionally, the

process of writing NMatrix provided me with understanding of the principles

of matrix storage structures, which in turn enabled some algorithmic innova-

tions critical to the methodology of Chapter 4. SciRuby and NMatrix are not

necessary to the presented research, strictly speaking; the work could have

been done with existing tools, albeit over a longer period of time.
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Finally, I include these appendices because infrastructure tools are of-

ten neglected in the pursuit of computational research. Researchers frequently

seem to re-invent the wheel in the course of informatics projects, developing

useful algorithmic innovations which never see the light of day — or they de-

pend upon kluges and hacks which slow progress. I present these appendices

to represent my intent to continue to promote SciRuby and NMatrix as com-

putational science infrastructure, and the SciRuby community as a source of

support and guidance.

A.2 Introduction
A.2.1 Why Ruby?

Ruby is a completely free (gratis and libre) scripting language created

by Yukihiro “Matz” Matsumoto, inspired by Perl, Smalltalk, Eiffel, Ada, and

Lisp [146]. In recent years, this fully object-oriented language has become a

favorite among high-tech startups; Twitter, Groupon, and GitHub are three

well-known companies which chose Ruby and its powerful Rails framework for

quick prototyping of web applications [147, 148]. Yet the language has lagged

in other areas, particularly scientific computing, as it for some time lacked

interconnected tools for statistics, linear algebra, and data visualization.

Ruby is an ideal language for scientific computing. Nearly everything

in Ruby can be easily re-defined (even basics like the + method of an object),

and its object model is cleverly designed to promote use of mix-ins in addition

to standard inheritance. The language can be easily extended to incorporate
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existing libraries written in C/C++ or Java, including ATLAS [149], Apache

Commons Math [150], and the GNU Scientific Library [151]. Furthermore,

Ruby has in Rails [148] a cloud-ready framework that can be utilized to avail

both the public and other scientists of a variety of computational methods.

A.2.2 Open source, open data

Perhaps just as importantly for science, the Ruby community is sharing-

oriented. It is common for Rubyists to create their libraries on the public

source code repository GitHub — and only then download them onto their

local machines. While a non-scientific study by the Software Freedom Law

Center (SFLC) suggested that licensing terms are not clearly included for a

majority GitHub projects, Ruby projects tended to have the most permissive

licensing. Indeed, the unclear licensing terms for Ruby projects — which

were exceeded in number only by JavaScript projects in the SFLC sample —

may stem from such projects’ tendency to simply reference “the Ruby license,”

which has changed over the years,1 but is currently considered permissive. [152]

This public and permissive culture bodes well for sciences that make

heavy use of computer code for formulation and testing of hypotheses and

analysis of data. Studies suggest that data is rarely made available even when

1The full history of Ruby licenses can be viewed on GitHub at https://github.com/
ruby/ruby/commits/trunk/COPYING. The record shows that Ruby was originally released
under the GPL, which is considered less permissive. In 2001, it shifted to a dual custom
license (the so-called “Ruby license”) with GPL, and with version 1.9.3 traded GPL for a
permissive BSD license. The Ruby license would likely be classified as permissive.
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the journal mandates it [153–155]. Fortunately, unwillingness to share data

may be a product of habit and inconvenience more than ideology [156]. Wel-

coming scientists into a successful open source community — with open source

being very much an ideology — may be one way to promote not only open

source, but open data and open access as well. Last but not least, reproduction

of results is difficult or impossible in the face of unpublished, undocumented

methods (namely source code).

A.3 SciRuby

SciRuby is both a community and a set of libraries, or — as they’re

called in Ruby terms — gems. The Ruby Science Foundation, the SciRuby

umbrella organization, was founded in 2010 by myself, John Prince, and Clau-

dio Bustos. What follows is an accounting of the tools which the organization

publishes, as well as other tools not currently included which are nevertheless

useful for scientific computing.

A.3.1 A note about Ruby implementations

The original Ruby virtual machine implementation is called MRI, for

Matz’s Ruby Interpreter, and was written in C. More recently, YARV [157]

(also in C) superseded MRI as the standard interpretation. The C interpreters

allow for relatively easy extension in the form of compiled static libraries linked

into gems, which can dramatically improve the speed over standard Ruby.

There also exists a Java Ruby interpreter called JRuby. Like YARV
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and MRI, JRuby can be extended using bytecode-compiled Java code, which

can dramatically improve the speed of complex algorithms — or allow incor-

poration of existing code, such as Apache Commons Math.

In theory, it is possible to extend Ruby modules with both Java and

C/C++ simultaneously, but this is not recommended.

A.3.2 Statistics

The main statistics tool, authored by Claudio Bustos, is known as Stat-

sample. Subsequent to its incorporation into SciRuby, three additional gems

were abstracted from Statsample: Distribution, Integration, and Minimiza-

tion.

The last two of these primarily provide algorithms needed for the prob-

ability distributions in the Distribution gem, including general purpose inte-

gration and minimization methods.

The goal with the Statsample gems is to provide a standard Ruby

implementation of every necessary statistical tool. Additionally, a gem called

statsample-optimization includes C and Java linkages for MRI/YARV and

JRuby, respectively, allowing the gems to make use of external libraries such

as Commons Math, GSL, and the C Ruby gem Statistics2 (see [158]).

This last summer, Google funded four SciRuby students as part of its

annual Summer of Code. Under Claudio’s mentorship, one of these students,

Ankur Goel, contributed Statsample extensions for general linear models and

time series (statsample-glm and statsample-timeseries).
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A full list of features for Statsample is available at https://github.

com/sciruby/statsample/.

A.3.3 Data visualization: Rubyvis and Plotrb

SciRuby includes two separate data visualization tools. The first of

these, Rubyvis, existed prior to SciRuby, and like Statsample was written by

Claudio Bustos [159]. Rubyvis is a Ruby port of Protovis [160], a JavaScript

plotting toolkit.2

Our eventual goal with the SciRuby visualization tools is web-enabled

interactivity. Interactivity is a difficult task, as plots are created client-side

based on server-side specifications — and thus usually in JavaScript. While a

scalable vector graphic (SVG) may be generated using Rubyvis, which contains

no JavaScript, JavaScript provides access to the document object model, or

DOM, which enables modification of the SVG code on the fly. D3 (or D3) is

a sort of successor project to Protovis; it is a DOM representation specifically

designed to facilitate dynamic data visualizations (D3 stands for data-driven

documents) [161].

In order to reach toward this goal of improved interactivity, Wan Zuhao,

another Google Summer of Code student, wrote SciRuby’s second plotting

tool, Plotrb [162]. Plotrb utilizes the Vega plotting grammar [163] for D3, and

may eventually allow interactivity via a Ruby-to-JavaScript compiler called

2Many of the plots in this work use Rubyvis, especially those in Chapters 3 and 4. Plotrb
became available only after the illustrations had been completed.
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Opal [164].3

A.3.4 Semantic web: PubliSci

Will Strinz, our third Summer of Code student, wrote PubliSci, which

provides a domain-specific language (DSL) for describing and publishing datasets.

PubliSci allows SPARQL4 queries to be run on loaded datasets, and allows ex-

porting to other formats. It also includes a basic parser which can be extended

to include other data types. [166]

A.3.5 Data mining: Ruby Band

Our fourth Summer of Code student, Alberto Arrigoni, wrote an API

tying together various Java-based data mining tools including Weka [167] and

Apache Commons. This gem, called Ruby Band, supports data preprocessing

(filtering), clustering, classification, regression, and feature selection [168].

A.3.6 Matrices and linear algebra: NMatrix

NMatrix is a library of data structures for dense and sparse matrices

as well as algorithms that work on those data structures. I wrote NMatrix in

C and C++, and it includes two sparse formats as well as and standard dense

matrices, with row ordering. NMatrix allows manipulation of matrices with

3Plotrb is likely to be the subject of a future manuscript. A great deal of information,
including several demonstration plots, can be found at wanzuhao.com.

4SPARQL is a recursive acronym which stands for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language. It is similar to SQL. [165]
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C++-templated data types for easy extensibility; standard data types include

integers, floating point, complex floating point, and rational. Also permissible

is a Ruby object data type, which allows even greater flexibility. In addition to

providing an API for ATLAS and LAPACK, NMatrix implements a number

of algorithms from these libraries in templated C++, for rational computation

support. NMatrix’s features and design choices are more thoroughly discussed

in Appendix B.

NMatrix development has been catalyzed by coding fellowship funding

from Brighter Planet and the Ruby Association.

A.3.7 Multi-dimensional arrays

Finally, SciRuby is in the process of incorporating a NetCDF Java-

based JRuby multi-dimensional array library called MDArray. MDArray uses

Parallel Colt (see [169]) for many of its algorithms — meaning that where

NMatrix focuses on versatility of storage, MDArray (which provides only dense

storage) works toward multi-threading and parallelization. MDArray was writ-

ten by Rodrigo Botafogo. [170]

A.4 Other Ruby science tools

Quite a few scientific and mathematical tools are available to Rubyists

outside of SciRuby. BioRuby [171], part of the Open Bioinformatics Founda-

tion, is one successful project, having just passed 50,000 downloads. BioRuby

includes over ninety gems, totaling around 400,000 downloads. A number of
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BioRuby contributors are also involved in SciRuby.

NArray, Masahiro Tanaka’s dense array gem, has been a model for both

NMatrix and MDArray. By my own error, standard NArray is not compatible

with the NMatrix gem (since it contains its own NMatrix class); a compatible

version may be obtained under the name narray-nmatrix. The author is

currently working on a complete rewrite. [172]

Similarly, a GNU Scientific Library API is available in the Ruby/GSL

gem, which was written by Yoshiki Tsunesada in 2004, and is maintained by

David MacMahon [173]. GSL works with NArray by default, but an exper-

imental NMatrix-compatible version, gsl-nmatrix, is available through the

RubyGems repository [174].

Linalg, by James Lawrence, is another (older) option for linear algebra;

it allows any LAPACK function to be called from Ruby [175]; however, it has

not been maintained in several years.

A.5 Conclusion

Many of the libraries included in SciRuby existed in some shape or

form prior to the SciRuby Project and the Ruby Science Foundation. The

clear catalyst has been the formation of a community around a shared goal:

open source software for science, engineering, and mathematics.

It is, of course, not possible to discuss SciRuby without mention of the

immensely successful Python libraries SciPy [176], NumPy [177], Matplotlib
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[178], and SymPy [179], which help provide the Python language with science

and numeric libraries — libraries which have been a source of inspiration for

SciRuby.

Like SciPy, SciRuby is an infrastructure project. Most scientific pro-

gramming, and even open source science, revolves around the short-term needs

of those who are currently either publishing or perishing — violating the pro-

gramming precept of “Don’t Repeat Yourself” (DRY). SciRuby is attempting

to provide general-purpose libraries that enable researchers to quickly proto-

type scientific code, and moreover, to give back to the community and accel-

erate science.
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Appendix B

NMatrix: A fast matrix library for the Ruby
language, with dense and sparse data

structures

B.1 Introduction

A key obstacle for the adoption of Ruby for scientific computing has

been the absence of a unified interface for fast numerical computing. While

Ruby contains a basic Matrix class, that class is implemented in Ruby rather

than C (in contrast to Ruby’s Array and Hash types, which are written in pure

C for speed). Several Ruby libraries (or gems) provide dense matrix or array

functionality, including Linalg [175], NArray [172], Ruby/GSL [173], and most

recently the JRuby-compatible MDArray [170].

Ruby is an excellent language for prototyping code for the testing and

generation of scientific hypotheses. As the scientific method involves continual

refinement of approaches and methodologies, it makes sense to be able to

quickly produce code which can be easily modified — even at the cost of some

speed. C code is wonderful — but is incredibly time-consuming to write and

debug.

I present the first beta release candidate of NMatrix, a unified dense
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and sparse matrix library which lies at the core of the SciRuby Project. A

Ruby library, NMatrix is implemented primarily in C and C++ for efficiency,

with bindings for a number of functions in LAPACK and ATLAS’ CBLAS and

CLAPACK implementations (see [149]). While most linear algebra libraries

support only floating point and complex floating point values, NMatrix also

includes native support for integers and rationals. It can be easily extended

either through C++ templates or through its support for Ruby object matrices

(which can contain nearly any Ruby data structure).

B.2 Features
B.2.1 Storage

NMatrix uses row-order matrices (stored left to right, row by row, start-

ing at the top). By default, matrices are dense, but a single Ruby class

(Matrix) provides a common interface for two types of sparse storage, and

also enables specification of the type of data stored in each cell. Certain

storage types allow other arguments, for which some examples are included

(Listing B.1).

Note that, so as to avoid namespace pollution, the N shortcut is not

provided by default in NMatrix.

While exact implemented functionalities differ for each storage type

(stype), certain operations are guaranteed to be available for all:

• Efficient conversion to any other storage format and/or data type (dtype),
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simultaneously or separately

• Element-wise operations (arithmetic, trigonometric functions, boolean

comparisons, etc.)

• Whole-matrix comparisons (equality and inequality), including between

matrices of different stype

• Slice copying: getting individual pieces of the matrix and returning them

as new matrices

• Slice referencing: creating views of the matrix which, when edited, also

modify the original matrix

• Ruby enumerable functionalities for efficient iteration: map, each, and

corollaries guaranteed by inclusion of the Ruby core Enumerable module

• Ruby-like specialized variations on each:

– each_with_indices

– each_stored_with_indices

– each_ordered_stored_with_indices

• Chainable referencing and assigning of individual entries (see Listing B.2)

• Copying and assigning of matrix slices (ranges; many entries simultane-

ously) (see Listing B.3)
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B.2.1.1 Dense

The dense matrix format is the best-supported, due to its simplicity

and the availability of pre-existing libraries and algorithms which work on

dense matrices. Dense matrices may be n-dimensional with n ≥ 1, and are

represented by the Ruby symbol1 :dense. Internally, dense matrices are stored

as a single contiguous array, and thus can be passed directly to ATLAS or

BLAS and LAPACK implementations (Table B.1).

B.2.1.2 Compressed row (Yale)

NMatrix includes a compressed sparse row storage format which is col-

loquially called “new” Yale, and in code is represented by the symbol :yale.

It differs slightly from the “old” Yale format [180], using two vectors instead

of three, and with the diagonal values stored separately from the non-diagonal

non-default values (for O
(
1
)

diagonal access instead of O
(
logn

)
).2 Addition-

ally, a default value other than zero may be set; whereas Yale matrices typically

only store non-diagonal non-zeros, one might specify at matrix creation a value

other than zero.

Because NMatrix stores data row by row, varying the shape away from

1Symbols are a concept which are perhaps unique to Ruby. They are somewhat like
strings, but are represented by a single integer value; and thus may be copied and compared
much more efficiently. They are similar to constant #defines in C, but the Ruby interpreter
assigns their values automatically so the programmer need not worry about it.

2Bank & Douglas (1993) cited [180] for a description of the “new” Yale format. That
reference appears to contain only the “old” format, but does mention that the diagonal can
be stored separately. For descriptions of the “new” format, see either [181] or the 1992
edition of Numerical Recipes in C, pp. 78–79.
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Method Library Rational C++ Description
rot CBLAS 1 undefined yes plane rotation
rotg CBLAS 1 undefined yes givens plane rotation
asum CBLAS 1 Z,Q yes sum of absolute values of a vector
nrm2 CBLAS 1 undefined yes vector 2-norm
gemv CBLAS 2 Z,Q yes general matrix–vector multiplication
gemm CBLAS 3 Z,Q yes general matrix–matrix multiplication
trsm CBLAS 3 Q yes triangular solve
getrf CLAPACK Q yes Gaussian elimination (LU factorization)
getri CLAPACK no no inversion of LU-factored matrix
getrs CLAPACK Q yes LU-factored matrix solve
gesv CLAPACK Q yes Gaussian elimination square matrix solve
potrf CLAPACK no no positive definite matrix factorization

(Cholesky)
potri CLAPACK no no inversion of Cholesky-factored matrix
potrs CLAPACK Q yes Cholesky-factored matrix solve
posv CLAPACK no no positive definite matrix solve (Cholesky)
laswp CLAPACK Z,Q yes apply a permutation
scal CLAPACK Z,Q yes scale a vector by a constant
lauum CLAPACK Q yes compute UUH or LHL for complex, or UUT

or LTL for others (U = upper triangular, L =
lower)

gesvd LAPACK undefined no real m×n singular value decomposition (SVD)
gesdd LAPACK undefined no divide & conquer real m× n SVD
geev LAPACK undefined no real n × n asymmetric eigenvalue decomposi-

tion

Table B.1: ATLAS and LAPACK functions available for dense ma-
trices in NMatrix. In addition to providing an API for ATLAS (CBLAS
and CLAPACK) functions, NMatrix strives to also offer a native implementa-
tion that allows for rationals and Ruby objects. In many cases, the operations
are undefined in the rational field Q; in a few, the operations are defined not
only for rationals but for integers Z. The C++ column indicates whether the
function is implemented natively (using C++ templates) in such a way that
it could be used with Ruby objects — which, with some caution and careful
testing, could permit nearly any user-defined data structure to be included
in an NMatrix (such as rational complex numbers). CBLAS and CLAPACK
are the C APIs defined by ATLAS which reflect Netlib’s BLAS and LAPACK
reference implementations.
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square leads to a trade-off between storage and access complexity. For ex-

ample, Yale column vectors are inefficient for storage but allow constant-time

access. Similarly, Yale row vectors are efficient for storage but have logarithmic

access requirements.

Matrix–matrix multiplication and matrix–vector multiplication are im-

plemented for Yale (per [181]).

Yale is currently the recommended NMatrix storage format for expert

recommendation systems. The method described in the last chapter of this

work stores phenotypes as rows and genes as columns in a Yale matrix; and

makes extremely efficient comparisons between rows using set operations.

In general, while it is more efficient to convert a Yale matrix from a

linked list matrix than to create it directly (which often forces the storage

vectors to resize repeatedly), if the size of the final matrix is known in advance

it is possible to fill it in storage order in a manner which is nearly optimal.

For both of the last two features, specialized functions are available

which don’t exist for dense or linked list storage types. Yale is also distinct

from the other storage types in that it must be two-dimensional.

B.2.1.3 Nested linked list

NMatrix’s other sparse storage format is referred to by the Ruby symbol

:list, and consists of nested singly-linked lists. Like the dense format, list

matrices may be n-dimensional. Only the non-default values are stored, with

no special treatment for the diagonals.
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List matrices are the least complete, in part because they are intended

as an intermediate storage format. There are four paradigms for efficient worst-

case creation of large sparse matrices in NMatrix, and the two most common

involve a linked list matrix intermediate:

1. If it is impossible to order insertion, the matrix should be created as a

list and initialized in whatever order is possible (Listing B.4).

2. If no reasonable upper bound can be provided for the off-diagonal ca-

pacity, it is preferable to create the matrix as a list and initialize it from

right to left, starting at the bottom (Listing B.4).

3. If the values can be grouped in contiguous blocks, or can be described as

a repeating pattern, it is trivial to insert them directly in a Yale matrix

(and faster when done in storage order). See Listing B.5.

4. If the number of non-diagonal non-default values (usually given by ndnz,

standing for non-diagonal non-zeros) is known, or the ndnz’s upper bound

is known, a Yale matrix should be created and initialized row by row from

left to right then top to bottom. This option is somewhat more compli-

cated to implement, and the API for it is experimental. (Listing B.6)

B.2.2 Data Types

NMatrix includes, by default, the following data types or dtypes: byte

(unsigned character), integer (8, 16, 32, and 64-bit), floating point (32 and 64-

bit), complex floating point (64 and 128-bit), rational (32, 64, and 128-bit),
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and Ruby objects. These are represented by symbols, such as :byte for byte,

:int8 for 8-bit integer, :rational128 for 128-bit rational, and :object for

Ruby objects.

As much as possible, these data types behave like their Ruby equiva-

lents, and differ from the standard C arithmetic behaviors with one notable

caveat: overflow and underflow are not handled unless using :object (where

a Ruby Fixnum will magically be converted to a Bignum when necessary, for

example).3

NMatrix will try to guess the appropriate dtype based on default values

supplied, if there are any. For example, while NMatrix.new(3) produces a

square dense matrix of Ruby objects initialized to nil,4 NMatrix.new(3, 0)

creates an :int32 matrix initialized to 0.

B.2.2.1 Initialization values

It is worth noting that regardless of data type, Yale and linked list

matrices are always initialized to 0 (unless another option is given). However,

dense matrices are only initialized by default when requested — or when the

data type mandates it.

To understand why a dtype would need to require a default, consider

3Fixnum is Ruby’s integer type. When the stored value exceeds the maximum storage
capacity of the operating system’s integer type, Ruby automatically changes to storing the
value as a Bignum.

4Ruby’s nil object is an undefined or null value which evaluates to false in boolean
expressions; but it is equal to neither false nor 0.
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momentarily a string of 64 bits set to a random sequence of 1 and 0. When

cast to a 64-bit integer, a 64-bit floating point, or two 32-bit floating points in

a 64-bit complex value, the sequence is guaranteed to translate into a value.

But with 64-bit rationals (two 32-bit integers), we might end up with a non-

sensical number, where both the numerator and denominator are negative,

or the denominator is zero, or the numerator divides the denominator. With

Ruby objects, the situation may be quite a bit less predictable.

So why not simply initialize floating point numbers and complex values

to 0 also? The simple answer is speed. It may be desirable to perform some

operation on matrix B and store the result in A, and so when we create A, we

don’t want to spend the extra time initializing it. While this may seem like an

insignificant amount of time, consider that some n-dimensional matrices may

use quite a bit of storage. This strategy is utilized frequently in NMatrix’s

ATLAS helper functions, since ATLAS expects the user to allocate (but not

initialize) its outputs.

So, while the initialization parameter is not required, it is strongly

recommended — unless one is planning on immediately initializing the result

in some more meaningful way.
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B.2.3 Input and output

NMatrix has its own input and output formats5 for its Yale and dense

storage types — but none for linked list storage, which should be converted to

Yale prior to saving. The functions are NMatrix#write and NMatrix::read;

the former is called on an instance, and the latter on the class directly (as is

done with new).

NMatrix also supports reading and writing the Matrix Market for-

mat [182]. This can be accessed using the methods load and save on the

NMatrix::IO::Market module.

Finally, NMatrix is capable of reading most MATLAB .mat version 5

files [183]. These files tend to contain workspaces rather than single matrices,

so NMatrix does the best it can to return the included values in an appropriate

manner. The .mat file reader can be accessed using NMatrix::IO::Matlab::

load.

B.2.4 ATLAS and LAPACK

As previously mentioned, some ATLAS and LAPACK functions are

exposed in NMatrix in at least one of three ways. The first two of these are

generally in the NMatrix::LAPACK and NMatrix::BLAS modules, and the third

is usually found in NMatrix proper:

5The format documentation is available at https://github.com/SciRuby/nmatrix/blob/
master/ext/nmatrix/binary_format.txt.
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1. Prefixed (unfriendly): All exposed ATLAS and LAPACK functions

are available with a prefix, one of lapack_, clapack_, or cblas_. The

prefix indicates that the C or Fortran library function is called as directly

as possible with little or no argument checking (other than is provided

by the library itself), and also tells which library the function is called

upon. These functions may cause segmentation faults or other undefined

behavior if called improperly, but are kept intact for power users and

for testing — and are as faithful as possible to the ATLAS function

prototypes in terms of how parameters should be specified. An example

is cblas_gemm, which requires fourteen arguments. For consistency, this

function may also be used to call the rational, integer, and Ruby object

versions implemented natively in NMatrix.

2. Friendly: These are “safe” versions of the prefixed functions. They

provide default parameters or try to infer them from what is provided.

They also check, as best as possible, that those parameters which are

provided are correctly specified. The friendly version of cblas_gemm,

called simply gemm, requires only two arguments (instead of fourteen).

3. Instance methods: In some cases, ATLAS and LAPACK functions can

be called as instance methods on matrix objects (such as NMatrix#getrf!,

which modifies an NMatrix directly by calling the prefixed version of the

function, NMatrix::LAPACK::clapack_getrf; or NMatrix#getrf which

makes a copy and then modifies that copy using #getrf!). Additionally,
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NMatrix#factorize_lu does the same thing, but transposes before and

after, and returns a copy. The cblas_gemm and cblas_gemv algorithms

may both be called using NMatrix#dot with one argument (and are ap-

propriately dispatched according to the shape of the matrix argument

which is passed to the dot method).

One obstacle with interfacing with LAPACK functions is that LAPACK

is generally column-major, whereas NMatrix is row-major. Where possible, the

appropriate adjustments are made.

B.2.5 Experimental features

The Yale matrix type includes a number of experimental features, which

can be enabled either with NMatrix.include(NMatrix::YaleFunctions) (if

only working with Yale matrices) or by using extend() on a matrix object

instance (also with the YaleFunctions module).

None of these functions can be expected to work properly on reference

slices of Yale matrices, since they operate directly on the underlying storage.

B.2.5.1 Set operations

For my work on boolean phenologs, I provide some useful functions for

performing set operations on Yale functions. In such a scheme, one would

store the recommendable vectors as matrix rows. Understanding how they

work requires some knowledge of the Yale storage format’s internals, which I

touch upon in this section.
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While finding an off-diagonal element in a row is O
(
logn

)
, returning the

entire non-diagonal portion of the row is O
(
n
)
, making it preferable to get the

whole row at once rather than one element at a time. Stored in parallel with

the entries are the corresponding column indices, and these can be retrieved

using a function, yale_nd_row, which complements the __yale_vector_set__

method demonstrated in Listing B.6.

The nd_row function (which stands for non-diagonal row) requires to

arguments: a row index i and a symbol, either :hash or :keys; the former

returns the indices mapped to the stored values in a hash, and the latter

returns only the column indices.

There are several Ruby helper functions which call nd_row as well:

• yale_ja_at(i): returns the non-diagonal column indices for row i as an

Array

• yale_ja_set_at(i), yale_ja_sorted_set_at(i): same as above, but as

a Set or SortedSet, respectively

• yale_ja_d_keys_at(i), yale_ja_d_keys_set_at(i), yale_ja_d_keys_

sorted_set_at(i): return non-diagonal and diagonal elements

• yale_row_as_hash(i): returns the non-diagonal and diagonal elements

of a row as a Hash

Since many recommendation functions require a set intersection op-

eration, this is implemented in the same module as a C function, called
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yale_row_keys_intersection. This function expects that the matrices upon

which it is called have the same default values; it only checks those values

which are stored.

In a future version, these experimental set-related functions are likely

to be moved to a separate gem.

B.2.5.2 Data structure

Yale is a complicated data structure to implement efficiently, and for

that reason a number of methods are included which enable simple viewing of

the underlying data structure:

• yale_a: the A array which stores the diagonal values, the default value,

and the non-diagonal stored values (also, yale_d and yale_lu for lower-

and-upper non-diagonals). Individual indices/pointers may be gotten by

passing an argument, k.

• yale_ija: the IJA array which stores the pointers to rows and the col-

umn indices. As with the A accessor, individual values may be obtained

by passing an argument. The pointers alone may be returned using

yale_ia, and the column indices alone using yale_ja.

B.3 Conclusion

Development on NMatrix began in late December 2011, and the first

alpha (0.0.1) was released in April of 2012. This work marks the first beta
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release candidate, 0.1.0.rc1.
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# dense 3x4 matrix, all zeros
NMatrix.new([3,4], 0)

# dense 4x5 matrix with repeating integers 1,2,3
NMatrix.new([4,5], [1,2,3])

# 4x4 yale matrix containing 2.0 every other cell
NMatrix.new(4, [0,2], stype: :yale, dtype: :float64)

# 4x4 list matrix with default 1/1 (with nothing stored)
NMatrix.new([4,4], stype: :list, dtype: :rational128, default: 1)

# 500x1000 yale matrix, with 100 cells reserved for as-of-
# yet not-inserted non-diagonal non-zeros
NMatrix.new([500,1000], stype: :yale, capacity: 600)

# Shorthand for initializing an NMatrix
NMatrix[[1,2,3],[4,5,6]]

# Shorthand also accepts options like NMatrix#initialize
NMatrix[[1,2],[3,4], dtype: :rational128]

N = NMatrix # Enable even shorter shorthand
N[[1,2],[3,4]]

# Some other familiar shorthands are enabled for MATLAB users:
NMatrix.ones(3) # 3x3 matrix of 1s
NMatrix.zeros([3,4]) # 3x4 matrix of 0s
NMatrix.eye(4) # 4x4 identity matrix
NMatrix.diagonals([1,2,3,4]) # 4x4 matrix with diagonal: 1,2,3,4
NMatrix.random(2) # 2x2 random matrix
NMatrix.seq(2) # NMatrix[[0,1],[2,3]]
NMatrix.indgen(2) # same as above
# Others: findgen/dindgen for floats/doubles, bindgen for bytes,
# cindgen/zindgen for complex/double complex,
# rindgen for rationals, rbindgen for Ruby objects

Listing B.1: Different ways to create an NMatrix.
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n = NMatrix[[1,2],[3,4]]
n[0,1] # returns 2
n[0,1] = 5 # matrix is [[1,5],[3,4]]; returns 5
n[0,1] # returns 5

# Chained operation:
n[0,1] = n[0,0] = 0 # matrix contains [[0,0],[3,4]]

# Vectors
n = NMatrix[[1,2,3,4,5,6]] # row
m = NMatrix[[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6]] # column
n[1] == m[1] # => true
n[0,1] == m[1,0] # => true (long form)

Listing B.2: Syntax for modifying or getting individual entries of
a matrix or vector. Here, n can be an NMatrix of any storage for-
mat. Lines 10–13: While dense and list vectors can be dimensionless (e.g.,
NMatrix[1,2,3,4,5,6], it is recommended that they be declared with shape
[k,1] or [1,k] rather than [k] so that they have an orientation. In fact, ad-
ditional dimensions may be added (except for Yale) if routinely dealing with
matrices of higher dimensionality. In these cases, NMatrix does not require
explicit indexing of those dimensions with size 1.
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1 n = NMatrix[[1,2,3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]
2

3 # reference to elements 0 through 2 inclusive
4 ref = n[0,0..2] # => NMatrix[[1,2,3]]
5 ref[0] = 5 # Changes both!
6 # n = NMatrix[[5,2,3],[4,5,6],[7,8,9]]
7 # ref = NMatrix[[5,2,3]]
8 ref[0] = 1 # Changes both back
9

10 # copy of elements 0 through 2 inclusive
11 copy = n.slice(0,0..2) # => NMatrix[[1,2,3]]
12 copy[0] = 4 # only changes the copy
13

14 # Shorthands for getting entire ranks:
15 n.row(0) # reference by default
16 n.column(1, :copy) # returns column 1 as a copy
17 n[2,:*] # same as n[2,0..2]
18

19 # Set multiple entries simultaneously
20 n[1,:*] = [0,1,0] # => [0,1,0]
21 # n = NMatrix[[1,2,3],[0,1,0],[7,8,9]]
22

23 # Set multiple entries with automatic repetition
24 n[0..1,:*] = [7,8] #=> [7,8]
25 # n = NMatrix[[7,8,7],[8,7,8],[7,8,9]]

Listing B.3: Syntax for modifying or getting slices of a matrix. Again,
n can be an NMatrix of any storage format (:dense, the default, is used as a
demonstration).
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# Strategies 1 and 2 (general)
list_matrix = NMatrix.new([n,m], stype: :list, dtype: :float64)

# Reading from a space-separated file called table.txt
File.open("table.txt", "w") do |f|
while line = f.gets
i,j,val = line.chomp.split

# Convert indices from strings to integers, and value to float
list_matrix[i.to_i, j.to_i] = val.to_f

end
end

# Convert to Yale.
yale_matrix = list_matrix.cast(stype: :yale)

Listing B.4: General strategy for creating a Yale sparse matrix (via
texttt:list). This strategy is most efficient when insertion is in reverse order
— that is, when values which will be stored last in the linked lists are added
first.
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1 # Strategy 3:
2 reserve = contig_vals3to9.size + contig_vals20to24.size + n+1
3 y = NMatrix.new([n,m], stype: :yale,
4 dtype: :float64,
5 capacity: reserve)
6

7 # Strategy 3A (contiguous blocks):
8 # Insert the two contiguous blocks in row i:
9 y[i,3...10] = contig_vals3to9

10 y[i,20...25] = contig_vals20to24
11

12 # Strategy 3B (pattern on a contiguous block):
13 # (Example is for repeating values [0,0,1])
14 y[15..20,4...20] = [0,0,1]

Listing B.5: Contiguous block and repeating pattern strategies for
creating a Yale sparse matrix. These two methods may be combined
when appropriate. Where possible, insertion should occur in storage order for
Yale matrices for optimal performance. It is also possible to insert elements
individually — however, it is likely that a binary search will be performed for
each new insertion in a row. For empty rows, insertion is trivial. Lines 2–5:
Reserving space is optional, but may prevent (or delay) an expensive resize
operation. In every case, the minimum reserve size must be n+ 1, where n is
the number of rows (the length of the diagonal). This particular example also
makes room for both of the contiguous blocks to be inserted (which won’t be
enough for Strategy 3B, though the code can be easily modified). Lines 7–10
(Strategy 3A): It is more efficient to insert the contiguous blocks in storage
order. Switching the order essentially doubles the amount of time necessary
to insert the second block. Lines 12–14 (Strategy 3B): This repeats the
sequence 0, 0, 1 over the contiguous sub-matrix specified by 15..20 (rows 15
through 20 inclusive) and 4...20 (columns from 4 to 19, but not 20). Note
that in Ruby .. is the equivalent of the : operator in MATLAB, and can
be thought of as a colon laid out horizontally; three dots (...) indicates the
range should exclude the last value. Although the given pattern suggests that
zeros should be inserted, NMatrix will only store the non-zero values — and
will remove from storage any values replaced by zeros.
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# Strategy 4 (ndnz is known)
reserve = n + 1 + ndnz
y = NMatrix.new([n,m], 0, stype: :yale, capacity: n + 1 + ndnz)

# Assume we have the non-diagonal non-default values and their column
# indices in the arrays values and indices, respectively.
y.__yale_vector_set__(i, indices, values)

# For insertion of diagonals, the normal method is optimal:
y[i,i] = diagonal_value

Listing B.6: Experimental strategy for optimal Yale construction. This
strategy is utilized by boolean phenologs, which only needs to store binary
values (1 or 0).
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thine sensitivity (yeast
phenotype)

TSG101, 19
TSPO/BRZPL1, 19

tumor autophagy, see autophagic
tumor stroma model of
cancer

twist, 29

UCP1, 100, 101
UCP3, 106
uge, 24

VAM3, 48
vasculature formation, see angio-

genesis
ventricle size, see enlarged third

ventricle
vernalization, 84
vernalization-mediated flowering,

see also response to vernal-
ization, 81

visualization tools, Ruby, 129–130
VRN2, 84
vulvae, see ectopic vulvae

Waardenburg syndrome, see also
hearing impairment, 9, 28,
47, 48

Wailes, Chris, 123, 149
Wallingford, John, 12
Wan Zuhao, 134
Wan Zuhao, 130
water deprivation response, see re-

sponse to water depriva-
tion

WDHD1, 18, 19
white adipose tissue, see increased

brown adipose tissue amount
wild-type, 5
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WNT5A/B, 111, 112
WormBase, 35
wortmannin, see increased resis-

tance to wortmannin

X-linked conductive deafness, see
also hearing impairment,
24

Zellweger syndrome, 24, 28
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